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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Much valuable Swift criticism has been produc~d over the last 

few decades. 1 Studies by Louis Landa~ Kathl(~cn vlil"li2:il1S, Ehrenpre-is, 

Ricardo Quintana and Martin Price have restored positions held to by 

Swift's contemporaries that should never have been lost: that Swift 

uses the narrator for satiric purposes, the satire often revolving 

around the absurdity of the narrator~ that Swift was a committed 

Christian. What has not been done clearly! and what this study makes 

a start towards doing, is to co~nect Swift's Christian outlook with 

11i5 writing) seeing in the former the foundation of the latter. Swi~t's 

~ontemporaries, particularly his friends Pope, Arbuth~Jt &n1 Gay who 

were also ironists, saw him as a Christian writer so much so that John 

~lre beginning to see Svrift as a Chl~istian, if not yet as a Christian 

wr-lter, 
-----_._-------------- -----~---.-----.-

lparticularly outstanding critical works are: 

Louis Landa, Swift and the Church of Ireland. (London: bxford, 1954). 
Kathl€:en t,jifflams-~- JC1nathall SV:1-f'F and The }\ge of COnloromise, --:-~ 
(Lawrence and Londorl:TTieUr,Tversity·-press --aT Kansas:-T968T. 
Irvin Ehrenpreis, Swift: The Man, His Work & The Age, (London: Methuen. 
1962, -1967 ~ in t:,vG -voitifnesT--- --- -- -- - -- _.>-

Ricardo QLl'irltar.a, The fvlind ar.d Art of Jonathan Swift, (London: ~kthl!en. 
1 (F" ) - - -- ---- ----- --- ---. ------ ------• ...':.1.3 • 
f'lartin ~'r'-ice, Swift1s f{hetorical Art: /1. Stud\' in Structure and neaninc_-. 
'(Carbondale: SOuthern -rHinoi's UnivershYFir;;sS:-1953). ---- --- ._-----_.--"--
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Swift of course can be seen from many angles. The one I have 

chosen to see him from is the Christian perspective. I helievp th~t 

he can also be profitdbly scan~ed from biographical ~ psychological and 

rhetorical angles among others, but it seems to me that the Christian 

- perspective does less violence to his intentions and his results than-

any other way of regarding his work. The first part of the thesis will 

deal with the Christian tradition of satire and irony and Swift's 

specia'l reconciliation of "divinity" and "wit". The second part deals 

with the nature of Swift's contribution to the tradition of Christian 

satire, focusing mainly on his ironic manipulation of thE narrator. 

The -third part \I/il1 elaborate on Swift's contribution to the tradit-ion 

with emphasis on Christian values in the satires and his attack on 

modernity. 1n the conclusion I will summal~'i:z:e h'~at I have tded to do 

in the main body. 

The main concentration of the thesis will be on A Ta1e of A Tub 

and~ to a lesser extent, Gulliver's Travels~ but the whole body of 

Swift's work will be referred to, including letters, poetry, and non-

satirical prose works.* Insofar as is possible~ I think it is important 

to make an attempt to examine Swift's work as a whole rather than in 

fragments. ~uch distortion of his writing has taken place because of 

a tendency to consider fragments, however justly famous, out of the 

context of his whole corpus. 
,-------~~---

":Ar! Sw"ift pnlse quotations are "from The Prose.Works of Jonathall Slf~ __ ii __ t., 
ed. Hed12y't Davis and others, 14 vols., Oxfor-dTBlachJeTT), -1938-68, 
unless other-wise stipulated. 
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CHAPTER I 

RECONCILI/HION OF DI'JINITY l\ND HIT 

SvJift declares his purpose in liThe Author~ Upon Himse1f!l to 

reconc i 1 e d i v'l n i ty and wi t : 

·Swift had the Sin of Hit no venial Crime; 
Nay, 'twas affirm'd 9 he sometimes dealt in Rhime; 
Humour, and Mirth, had Place in all he writ; 
He reconcil 'd Divinity and Wit. 2 

I should like to look at Swift's "div"ir'lityll, subsequently his "w-it" 

and then see the ways in which he combines them in his writing. 

That Svrift was a dedicated clergyman who carried out his dutie~ 

with vigour and diligence can no longer be disputed. The eighteenth-

century biographers concur in reganling Swift as a loyal sey'vant of 

·the Church.* Tbe lnost sceptical biographer, John Boyle, Earl of On'er'y~ 

\'1110 knevv Swift in hi.s declining years s remarks: "He per-rG"r'med Iyis 

duties of the church with great punctuality, and a decent degree of 

devoiion."* Deane Swift, Swift's cousins viewed the Dean as Iia watch

man of the Christian faith" to which Dr. Delany, another of the S\'Jift 

biographers would not contend.*' And Thomas Sheridan in his dedication 

to The Life of the Rev. Dr. Jonathan Swift 1784 writes this about --- -- -- -- --- - ----- ---

Swift: 

2 Herbert Davis, Swift: Poetical ~'Jorks, -(London: OXfOl~d, 1967.), 
p. 148. 



In acts of charity and liberality, in prop6rtion 
to means, perhaps without an equal, in his days. 
A warm champion in the cause of liberty, and 
support of the English Constitution~ A firm Patriot ... 
Utterly free from vice, and living in the constant 
discharge of all Moral and Christian duties. 3 

Sheridan points to Swift's tendency to present himself in the worst 

possible light5 a tendency which partly explains why subsequent 

generations less willing than Swift's to look behind the mask viewed 

him unfavourably. Sheridan remembers Lord Bolingbroke's words that 

Swift was a hypocrite in reverse, which is to say, that instead of 

presenting himself as someone less than he was: 

Though a man of great piety~ and true re'ligion, 
yet he carefully shunned all ostentation of it: 
as an instance of which, it is well known that 
during,his residence in London, not being called 
upon by any duty to officiate publicly in his 
cl~rical capacity, he was seldom seen at church 
at the ~sual hours that pretenders to religion 
shew themselves there; but he was a constant 
attendant on early prayers4 and a frequent par
taker of early Sacraments. 

4 

Unlike others of his age who entered the Church because there was no 

3The eighteenth-century biographers referred to are: John 
Boyl e) Earl of OrTery, Rem_ar~2. on ~he h i fe ~n(L }~Jj ti ~,g~, .QJ~:, Qr... ~on.?-th~}~ 
Swift, 1752~ Swiftiana XI,lNew York: Garland, 1974L p. 3. . 
T)atrick Delany, Observation upon Lor~ Orrery's_ Remarks on the, Life and 
Writings of Dr. Jonathan Swift, 1754, Swiftiana XII, (New York: 
Garldrll; 1974). -------- . 
Deane SvJift, An ..Essay ~Q!.!.. the_ Life, Hritings and Character of Q.r.. 
Jonathan Swift, and 
PatrickDe:lany, Ab.§jj:er to Deane Swift. on His Essay, 1755, Swiftiana XIV, 
(New York: 1974). . 
Thomas Sheridan, The Life of the Rev. Dr. Jonathan Swift, 1784, Swifti~na 
XV~ (New YOl~k: 19i4)-. -----

4Thomas Sheridan, P, 2, 
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sensible alternative, Swift willingly entered only when he had the 

c.hcrjce not to cio so. In all autob-ivgraph"ical pie(;e entHled r-illliill'_~I 

iwift_, Swift recalls "informing S"ir Hilliam Temple fOl~ whom he worked as 

secretary that IIsince he had now an opportunity of living vJithout 

being driven into the Church for a maintenance. he was resolved to 

(go to ... ) Ireld and take Holy Orders~1I5 Swift1s letters abound in 

references to the Church and especially his own parish of St. Patrickls 

in Dublin. The letters illustrate a wide range of concerns regarding 

the Choir, monuments and tablets, bells, Vicars Choral, Deanery lands, 

power and house. 6 Swiftls sermons also indicate a deep concern for 

the Church and its truths remaining the guide for people1s lives. The 

sermons are models of homilitic simpl"icity, clarity and force. 

Ehrenpreis, the best of the modern biogl~a'phers of SY.rift~ has made a 

conei se summary of Lou; s Landa I s research in Jonathan SV/i ft ?-nd Th~ 

Church of Ireland: 

He reformed the worship in his cathedral to make 
it more regul ar and fun er than it had been fOl~ 
many years. He prayed in secret, went to Church 
early so as not to be seen, wrote for his dearest 
friend some prayers which are models in intense 
but traditional religious expression. He gave a 
third of his income to charity and saved half the 
remainder to leave a fortune for charity. His 
sermons, the remarks of his intimates, his own 
private papers, all confirm Swift1s devotion to 
his faith and to his calling.? 

5 ," 
Herbert Davl s, The Compl ~te rrose. I'Jor,.ks, V, 194, subsequent 

references simply state the volume and page number. 

6H. Hill iams, ed., Ihe_Correspond~nce of Jonathan.. Swift~ 5 
volumes (Oxford at the Clarendon Press, 19m. . 

7 Ehrenprei s, as in Jeffares, fa i \~ _L i bert.Y ~las" All Hi s Cry, 
{London: MacMillan, 1967)j p. 213. 
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That Swift was a. loyal Divine is now beyond dispute; howevef, 

determi ni ng the shape of his bel ref is a more diff"i cult tusk. I-javl fig 

almost no theological speculation, Swiftls Christianity is almost 

,,,,hony plhact-ical. He shares \vith Thomas a Kemp-is, Erasmus and Pascal 

a belief tbat the important thing in Christianity is not to speculate 

about the doctrine but to live it. In Thomas a Kemp'is The J.!11itation -

,of Ch!~jst (1380-1471) lithe emphasis is placed ... upon \·,:alking in the 

steps of the SavioUl~ ... rathey' than upon theologica', formu'!ations. 1I8 

Concerning dogma. Erasmus was also anti-speculative, lllike th2 Bfethl'en, 

maintaining that the essential of religion consists not in ratio-

. " b t' , t d ~ - . t '1
9 P 1 -- , " ' t I. h" I :C1na"C'{onu" "In pley an c,lan -y,' asca, in a sp1rrc I'lln \<! 'tel 

Swift Houle! be in ha\~mony, says it most succintly of «(11: "i\11 the 
10 

good maxims already exist in the world; we just fan to apply them"' 

Yet even a philosophy of action rests on some philosophic foundation 

of what a man is. An for all his practicality Swift does have certain 

beliefs concerning the nature of man that put him in the mainstream of 

Christian thought.* 

8R•H, Bainton, Chrisendom: A Short Histo~y of Christianity 
and, lt~ Impact on \'lestern Civil ization, (Ne\v York: Harper & Row, 1965), 
I, p. 284. 

9Bainton~ II, p. 4. 

10 f ( Pascal, Pensees, trans. A.J. Krailsheimer, London: Penguin, 
-1975), p. 218, No.-'5~c-

* ~4y concern is not to see Swift specifi ca lly as an Ang1 i can, 
but as a Christian whose theology bears fruitful comparison with some of 
the finest Catholic and Protestant thinkers. Certainly-Swift was an 
Anglican, but he hQS a great deal more in cornnon with the Catholic 

- Pascal than fello~';-l\nglicans like Shaftesbury who believed in manls 
natural benevolence or Tolard who believed in the greatness of manls 
r-easoning. 
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Theologically Swift belongs to a central Christian tradition 

'it1 stressing or"iginal S"irl or may)' s permailently flal'led nutun:: ifjdeemed, 

but not altered, by Christ's sacdfice. Swift ~'muld have no quarrel 

w'ith St. Augustine who "maintairis that man has been so corTupted by 

the fall of Adam that he is bound tosjn since even his virtufs are 

ta'inted by his des'ir'e for se'lf-aggl~andizement. Sin is not merely the 

absence of good, as the Neoplatonists said, but rathe~, as with the 

Hebrevis, ,it is a rebe 11 ion against the maj esty of God. /Ill Aqui nas 

also out'l"ines the long gap between humanity and Div·inity. liThe system 

of I\quinas 'assumed the shape of a pyramid. At the base is the natural $ 

at the apex the supernatural. Below is reason, aboVe revelation; at 

. ~ b ttl . t t h . t I' . ,.12 P .. t,lt:.' 0" om 'luman endeavor, a' e surnrnl, (') V1 ne grace. ' asea! 

fl"equentl,Y refers to man's fallen state: "Hhat amazes me most is to 

see that everyone is' not amazed at his own weakness,1I1 3 which correlates 

w1th Swift's statement that "I never wonder to see Men wicked~ but I 

often \<!onde\~ to see them not ashamed. 1114 Pascal goes on to say in 
... 

the Pensees: 

ilAugustine, in Bainton, I, p. 126. 

12B . I 221 • a 1 nton, ' , p. 

131) 1 37 N 33 rasca ,p. ,0. • 

14, ., IV 2~1 S\'J1ft~ ~,,~. 



Man is nothing but a subject full of natural error 
that cannot be eradicated except by gr.ace ... f"1an IS 

gY'eatnE:ss conies fl"ulTl knovli'l'lg he' is VII'etc.hed ... 'if 
his nature is today like that of the animals~ he 
must have fallen from some better state which was 
once his o\,.'n.15 

8 

Not only the Catholic thinkers, but also the Protestants like Luther 

and Calvin uphold the concept of original sin. There is no difference 

here between Catholic thinking and Protestant thinking. No theologian 

put more stress on manls natural depravity than Calvin and no thinker 

was more conscious of manls smallness before .Divinity than Luther. 

For Swift the concept of original sin is the centre of Christianity:, 

"the Doctrine of Original Sin; which is the Foundation of the whole 
~h 

Christian Religion,lllO There was probably no Article in the Anglican 

. Churc'h IS Thirty-Ni ne Aft; cl es to which Swift ascri bed to more fervently 

than Article IX lIOf·Original or Birth-Sin": 

15 

Origional Sin standeth not in the following of 
Adam, but it is the fault and corruption of the 
natm~e of every man, that naturally is engendered 
of ~he offspring of Adam; whereby man is very far 
gone from original righteousness) and is of his 
own nature inclined to evil, so that the flesh 
lusteth always contrary to the spirit; and there
fore in every person born into this world it 
deserveth God1s wrath and damnation ... 17 

Pascal, p. 59. 

16Sw 'j ft, IV ,34. 

17h!.G. ~!ilson & J.H. Templeton, 
.ExposH-jQl2, of, Ihe_Thirty~Nine Articles, 
1962), p. 65. 

~ngl ican Teaching,: t:!l_ 
Dublin: Alex Thom & Co. Ltd., 



ChanJcteristically Swift reiterates the meaning of the art'icle 'in a 

conri c sett 1ng: 

I mi gilt have had my 'I ease on much better terms ~ 
if it had not been the fault of my great
grandfather. He and his wife~ with the advice 
of a bad nei ghbour ~ robbed an orchard bel ong'j ng 
to the Lord of the Manor 5 and so forfeited their 
grand privilege; to my sorr'O\\I I am sure 5 howevet~, 
I must do as well as I can. 18 

In contrast to Swiftls stress on original sin, lithe Golden 

9 

/1,ge of natura ,. theo', ogy and dei st"i cal ft~ee-thi nk; ng 11* posits an uncor'-

rupted nature, even a d'ivine nature. aohn Tolandls Christianity Not 

t"lysterioll?~, 1696 goes so far as to deny the fall of Adam. Shaftesbury 

and Addison capture the'mood of the age in their extollations,of a 

divinized nature. 110 G-Iorious Nature! supreme-Iy Fair and sovereignly. 
1q 

Good! . All--loving and All-'Iovely, All-divine! Ii says Shaftesbury. ' 

Addison says simply in less flowery language: liThe Creation is a 

perpetua 1 Feo,st to the Mi nd of a good Man, everythi ng that he sees 

chears and del ights him. 1I20 No fall has taken place fat Shaftesbury 

or Add; son, or if it has, it has been forgotten. - Much of Swift I s 

writing,including his major satires~ can be best understood within the 

context of his railing against the slippage of the doctrine of original 

l8Kathl een Will i ams, Jonathan ~wift and t~ ~ 2.1_ Comprom1..?~, 
p. 65. 

o{. 

"Willey's phrase. 

19Bas il Wi 11 ey, The ~i.9hteenth Century ,~ac kground, (London: 
Penquin, 19[}O), p. 65. 

20Willey, p. 67. 
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sin. Anglicans of deistic or free-thinking or non-orthodox tendencies 

-- all one in. Swift's mind come under attack in Some Tholl.9ht5_ Of!. 

pis~ouy~ of Free·-thinki . .illL and marginal ia on Tindal's work. Reason 

itself in the abstract may be all right~ writes Swifts IIbut that of 

. 21 
every man is faulty. II Reason and nature have fallen ",."ith the fall 

of man~ and Deists not only have ideas contrary to the traditions of . 
the Church, but have dangerously optimistic notions of man's capabil-

"ities.* 

While the concept of original sin forms the base of Swift's 

i~bi 11k; ng about mall it is rei nforced with other tradH ; anal concepts 

of Chlnistianity. In·a lettel~ to Dr. De"' any, SVJift states that lithe 

fir-and points of Christianity ought to be taken as infalliable revel

ations." 22 For Swift lithe g(~and points of Chdstianity" include belief 

in the Trinity, the Div"inity of Christ, the centrality of the Bible, 

an after-life, and punishment for sin. Swif~ admits in his sermon ort 

The Trinity that the idea of three in one is a difficult one to grasp, 

21Swift, IX, 166. 

* Swift was fiercely opposed to the Deists, Toland and Tindal 
especially. Toland's tit·l~ fOI~ his book Christianity Not l1YsterioL!~_ 
would in itself bean arathema, since Chr'fstianity-for S~"ift was in pal~t 
mysterious and not reducible to logic or man's reason. D.O. Bicknell in 
A Theoloqical Introduction to The ThiriY-Nine Articles of The Church of 
f;D ... ~land -quotes-lYi~ren on thls:--II Chr{stian-e-thics are bou-ild"up inse"p-':-
arably with Christian mysteries. Clear away these ... gives place to a 
vague amiabil Hy whose roots ay'e nowhere and its branches anywhere. I' 
A.S. Ne"i11 in his admirable little book An.JLll~anism_, (Middlesex, Penquin, 
1960) makes a similar point that the mystery of revelation can only be 
grasped by faith. 

22C'1'~ft .. ,,"1 I , IV, XIX • 
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but he reminds ~is listeners that "it is an old and true Dist>ll!Ctioi1~ 

2" t'hat Th-ings may be above our Reason wHhout be'ing contrary to it, II ~i 
,:.:'-

and that Hl~a-ising Difficulties concerning the Mysteries in Re'ligion~ 

cannot make them more w'j se ~ 1 earned or vi rtuous ... 1124 Fot Swift one 

must submit to, a higher pO\.vel~ than one's own in matters that appeal' to 

run counter to reason: 

Faith) says the Apostle, is the Ev-jdence of Things 
not seen: He means; that, Faith is a Virtue by which 
ax.a Th-i n9 comma nded us by God to bel 'j eve$ a.ppears 
e'v"jdent and c:ertain to us, although Vie do not see, 
n~r can conceive it; because by Faith we entirely 
depend upon the Truth and Power of God. 25 

What cannot be believed by reason must be believed by a higher r'eason: 

faith. 

Althdugh Swift had a high opinion of the ancient philosophers. 

the superiority of Christianity to wisdom of the pagan ancients and 

rests the superiority on the Divinity of Christ: 

Tb€ system of t·10ral Hy to be gathered out of the 
alJlcient Sages, falls undoubtedly very short of 
that delivered in the Gospel. and wants besides) 
the divine Sanction which our Saviour gave to 
His. 26 

23S . fl!- . I X 1 64 Wl .~.,., • 

2~Swift) IX, 167. 

25Swift , IX, '164. 

26SwHt , IX, 73. 
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The Bible, a book which he boasts he could read by age three~ he 

pi~a i scs as much fOl~ its style as its content: II if i t \,::~\'r~ not- for the 

Bible and Common-Prayer Book in the vulgar Tongue, vie shou·ld hardly 

be able to understand anything. that was written among u~ B. Hundred 

Years ago ... For those Books ... have proved a kind of Standard for 

L 1127 anguage ... 

The after-l He and puni shment for sin Swift supports pr"irJlari'ly 

Swift claims that "human nature is so constituted, that we can never 
28 . 

pursue anything heat'tily but upon hopes of a reward." This tells us 

\'/bywe bel i eve in an after-l ife, but not whether there is one, HOHever, 

at"! another occasion, the death of his mother, Swift says that if vit'tue 

gets one to Heaven, thGn his mother is there. 29 The doubt here is 

not-whether there is a Heaven or not) but whether virtue gains one a 

place in it. Punishment for sin Swift also holds to for the practical 

reason that if t~ere were no check to man's passion then one could do 

as one liked. 

A theological outlook can be defined by what it stands for~ 

but also what it stands against. It is clear what Swift stands for and 

27 S'I1i ft, IV, 14. 

28Swift-, IX, 244. 

29 Swift, V, 196. 
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what he stands against. Christianity for Swift'is a pt'act'jcal 9uide 

on how to conduct 0. life. In his sermon Oll Ih~ Testimony' i:[ .c'oI.!science 

Swift proclaims "there is no solid, firm Foundation of Virtue~ but in 

a Conscience directed by the Principle of Rel"igion." 30 !lAnd that in 

the great m~ltiplicity of i~eas, which one's mind is apt to form, there 

is notlring more d'ifficult than t9 select thQs!=~ w.hich aTe most proper 
31 for the conduct of 1 He. II It was Swift's concern to fi nd a phil osophy 

that could be lived as well as believed. He found it in Christianity. 

Other' systems of thought to which one could intellectually nod .one's 

head could not be lived. Only Christianity was intellectuallys morally 

and pra.ctically satisfying. 

Stoicism, a strong threat to Christianity that was seeping 

through some Christian pores at the time, was impractical. liThe 

Stoical Scheme of supplying our Wants, by lopping' off our Desires; is 

like cutting off our Feet when we want Shoes. 1I32 Christianity, in 

contrast, does not deny man's passions or his physical nature, it 

simply seeks to chennel them into constructive areas. Sir William 

Temple, S0ift's patron~ notes that to follow Stoicism one has to be 

something more or less than a man, something like a Houyhnhnm for 
33 example. Swift Viei'iS Stoicism as a fraudulent scheme concocted'by 

. 30S\'Iift~ IX, "154,-

31,-
Swift, IV, 4-9. 

32 
SVJift, IV, 244. 

33Sir William Temple, as quoted in Elliott's The pm'Jer at Satire, 
(Princeton: 1960), p. 216. 



worshippers of human natur'e. liTo talk of bearing pain and grief,1I 

as the StQics did, 1\ . .Ji thout any sor't of r}~esent or future hope s cannot 

be purely greatness of spirit; there must be a ~ixture in it of affect

at'ion, and an anay of pride, or perhaps is V1holely counterfeit. 1134 

Swift, who .according to t~artin Price has "one of the most fr'ightening'Jy 
, , 

unsentimental mi nds in 1 itera tUl~e, 1135 obj ects to Stoi ci sm on the grounds 

that it accomodates a much too lofty notion of human nature: 

The Motives of the best Actions will not bear too 
strict an Enquiry. It is allo"'led, that the Cause 
of most Actions, whether good or bad, may be resolved 
into the Love or our selves: But the Self-love of 
some Men inclines them to please others; and the 
Self-love of others is wholly employed in pleasoing 
themselves. This makes the great Distinction between 
Virtue and Vice. Religion is the best Motive cf all 
Actions; yet Religion is allowed to be the highest 
InstancE of Self-love. 3b 

S\vift and the preacr,ler in Ecclesiastes are one in voicing that Hall is 

vanity". Chr'istianity for Swift is the only code for living that takes 

a realistic view of the person, sees him in his wretchedness and his 

potential greatness in Christ's redemptions sees even his best actions 

wrapped in pride.* 

34Swift) IX, 245. 

35Martin' Price, To The Palace_ of \~isgom, (CarDondale: Southern 
Illinois U. Press, 1964)--, p--. 180. 

36. ' 
SVHft" IV, 243. 

* Besides the preacher in' Ecclesiastes the fin~st anatomization of 
man's pride is found in Rochefoucau1d ' s r~ax~Jills 24, 11'7,139. 
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If Stoicism is objectionable because of its overestimate of 

man's nature~' Epicureani.sm~ the first systematic philo~orhy of mater-

ialism on which Hobbes and Hume foisted their superstructures, was 

unsatisfying because of its depreciation of the human being. One 

could intellectually agree with Hume that man has no more significance 

to the universe than an oyster, but man could not live as an oyster. 37 

Shopping~ sleeping, thinkihg, eating and the gamut of human activity 

are all done under the auspices of humanity~ the oyster state being 

as yet unkno\ltn to us. In A Tritical EssaY-!J.l2Qll th~ FactD.ties of lhe 

Mind Swift sets forth his objections to Epicureanism and indeed any 

fnrm of materialism whether Hobbesian mechanics of Newtonic:.n physics: 

lit·hat the Un; verse '1!as formed by a fortuitous C01course of Atoms; \\'h; ch 

I will no more believe, than that the accidental Jumbling of the Letters 

in the 1\1 phabet ~ coul d fall by Chance into a most i ngeni,ous and 1 earned 

Practise of Philosophy ... ,,38 

Deism, stoicism, Epicureanism, materialism, free-thinking of \ 

a1l sorts build supperstructures in the air without a firm supportive 

base. A philosophy for Swift must be undergirded with a sensible 

realistic view of what a man can do and what is beyond hjs grasp. In 

On Mr. Collins Discourse of. Free-thinking Swift demonstrates again the 

37~lvarez in The savage qod. (London: Weidenfeld and 
Nicolson, 1971) quotes-T~me to thiS effect. 

38Swift, I, 246. 



folly of free-thinking divorced from the Christian foundation and its 

notion of Yluman serf-sufficiency by taking on for satiric: purpose the 

phi"!osoplricd-isposH-ion of a IIft~iendll of Mr. Can ins. Swift takes 

the free-thinking position and, stretches it to its logical conclusion, 

'VJhich, coincidentally is·its breaking point. The speaker begins vlith 

question: ILWhy may not I be deny'd the liberty of Free-seeing, as 

well as Free-thinking?" 

Yet no body pretends that the first is unlawful, for 
a Cat may look on a King; though you be near-sighted, 
or have weak or soal~ Eyes, or are blind~ you may be a 
Free-seer; you ought to see for your self, and not 
trust to a Guide to chuse the Colour of your stockings 
or save you from falling into a Ditch. 

And concludes that IIthel~e is not the least hurt in the wickedest 

Thoughts, provided they be free. ,,39 ~1idvJay through the eli scout'se the 

speaker conceives of-objections being raised against his doctrine that 

everyone is a free-thinker -- Socrates, Cato, Cicero .among the most 

illustrious -- and everyone ought to be. Her'e one should pause and 

note that the speaker ironically chooses very conservative thinkers 

who believe in order and tradition, but by taking out of context one 

Ot two of their ideas he can di~~ect them to his own ends. The ironic 

use of conservative thinkers for a liberal cause·is Swift's way of 

undercutting the free-thinking thesis that man can use anything for 

any putpose, however contradictory Ot ill-suited. The objection to 

39Swift , IV, 29-30. 
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free-thinking that the speaker thinks might trouble some people is 

this: "that the Bun of Mankind is as wen qual ified for flying as 

thinking~ and if every Man thought it his Duty to think freely and 

trouble his Neighbour with his Thoughts (which is an essential Part of 

Fr€e--thinlcing) it would make wild work in the l~orld.1I The speaker 

answers this charge by affirnring the absol ute right of every man to 

think what he please: 

Whoever cannot think freely, may let it alone if he 
please~ by virtue of his Right to think freely; that 
is to say, if such a Man freely thinks that he 
cannot think freely, of which every ~ian is a suf
ficient Judge, why then he need not think freely, 
unle~s he thinks fit.40 

"The irony here is apparent to everyone except the unaware speaker. 

Free-thinking as an inalienable right is given to all persons~ but not 

all persons are given to free-thinking. On Mr. Collin1s Discourse of 

Free-thinking furnishes another example of what Swift does so bril1antly 

in A Tale of A Tub, demonstrating how a mind' cut off from structure c:nd 

tradition begins to prey upon itself, convoluting until it chokes itself. 

My first task is now complete~ that is, to set dm'/tl Swift's 

allegiance to the Church and Christianity and to outline in brief some 

of the contours of his theological position. The setond task will be 

to show the scope and shape of his IIwitli. 

40Swift , IV, 38. 
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IINot the gravest of Di vi nes > II as he mock'j n9"ly c\escri bes himseH~, 

Swift possesses a wit widely acknowledged in his time. The carl of 

his wit~ understood by either Johnson's definition of IIcontrivance, 

ingenuity, sharpness,,41 or our more modern connotation of humour, pivots 

on ·a fulcr.um ,which \'!e tend to regard as 'ironic: ironic as understood 

in the Oxford Disctional~Y's defin'ition of appear";ng to say one thing 

while implying the opposite, statement and then the subversion of 

the statement. 42 Lord Orrery speaks of a IIpecul ial~ vein of humour ll in 

all Swift's writings. A sense of humour is discernible in Swift's life 

as well. Sheridan recounts stories of Swift's fondness for farce in 

\'lhi;ch he waul d dress up as someone e1 se and assume t.hei r manner and 

diction in order to make fun of those with an inclination to pomposity. 

On one occasion he dressed as a country parson lacking in manners and 

dignity before Gibbons, a man desirous of seeing the Dean. In the role 

of Jodrel Swift acts as a barbarian and then to Gibbons' chagrin when 

discovering that Jodrel is really Swift, invites Gibbons ill the Deanery 

for dinner. Sher'idan notes, liAs he was an excellent mimick, he 

personated the character of an ackward Country Parson to the 1 He. ,.4-3 

On another occasion Swift wished to take part in a beggar's wedding and 

41S. Johnson, A ~Jsti onar.¥.. of the Engl i sll Language, 
(London: Plummer -& Breis, 1822~, Definition IX. 

42The Oxford'Eriglish Dictionary, Vol. v, (Oxford at the Clare 
don Press), p. 484. 

43Sheridan, p. 397. 
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"that he might enjoy the whole completely~ proposed to Dr. Sheridan 

that he should go thither disguised as a blind fidlel', with a bandage 

44· over his eyes) and he would attend him as his man to lead him." 

This talent for impersonation was put to frequent use in Swift's 

w~iting whgre he often takes the voice and manner of another person 

such as Gulliver5 the Grub-street Hack, Drapier, Biskerstaff and so 

on; Swift's masks were almost without limit, all classes and manifold 

ways of thinking and writ·ing. Vanessa says simply, "never anyone 

liv'ing thought like him"AS Steele refel~s to a "certain uncommon Hay 

of Thinking, and a Turn in Conversation peculiar to that agreeable 

Gent"leman., ,vrhose ImaginationwCls to be cont.inually employed upon . 

obv"iou:~ and common subjects, though ... in a new and unbeaten rnethod. ,A6 

Pope twice tded to pinpoint the Swift ian essence, once alone, "Or. 

S\'iift has an odd, blunt way, that is mistaken by strangers for ill

nature. ITis so odd there's no describing it but by facts,'A7 and 

once jointly with Arbuthnot, "In Politicks, his Hritings are of a 

peculiar Cast, for the most part Ironical and the Drift of them often 

so delicate and refin'd as to be mistaken by the vulgar."48 SW'ift's 

44Sheridan, p. 399. 

45Vanessa, as in James Sutherland) ~glish Satire, (London: 
Cambri dge Un i vers i ty Press, 1967), p. 91. 

46Steele, II, p. 172. 

47 pope , as in Jeffares, p. 1. 

48Arbuthnot and Pope, in Memoirs of ... Martinus Scriblerus~ 
edt Kerby-Miner, {New Haven: Yale, 1950T:"" p. f69~·---
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wY"itings are II for' the most part ironical" and "in looking back at his 

achievement, in IIVerses On The Death of Dr. Swift" SvrHt self-ironically 

expounds: 

Arbuthnot is no more my Friend, 
Who dares to Irony to pretend; 
Which r was born to introduce, 
Refin'd it first, and shew1d its 49 Use. 

Ironists themselves, Arbuthnot, Pope, Gay and other of Swift's friedds 

have much insight into Swift's irony. But even they recognize that 

"there is something IIpecul iar ll about it. It seems to me that the 

"peculiarityll lies not so much in his impersonations since Pope and the 

rest also use impersonation as a satirical device, but in the intensity 

and power of the impersonation. Swift's masks take on a life of their 

own and we identify with them as if they \,lel~e cha.racters in a novel. 

The modern reader may "I augh at the story of an ei ghtcenth-"centUl~Y 

reader going out to check maps of Gulliver1s travels, but this is no 

sillier than modern critics insisting that Gulliver is Swift rather 

than, as he very often is, the target of SVJift I S sat i l~e. 

Swift1s reliance on irony as the chief medium of his with is 

almost all pervasive. Seldom does he use a statement of fact without 

undercutting irony. His most characteristic sty'le even in some of his 

apparently simple utterances gives and takes away, says yes and no 

simultaneously and fuses the positive and the negative. The intricacy 

of the style can best be isolated in the letters without thE-: usual 

49S\'lift, IIVerses on Tile Death of 0"1". Swift, II Davis I Ibe Po~!.ic~~.L 
Harks, p. 498. 



layers of ironic entanglement found in the satires. In a letter to 

Pope SvJift makes this comment on their friend A'r~buthnot: IIS0 our 

Doctor has every Quality and virtue that can make a man amiable or 

usefull, but alas, he hath a sort of Slouch 'in his Wal k. 1I50 In 
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rhythmn and texture the sentence br; ngs to mi nd the 'j nfamous li ne of 

~,I~_l~ of Il,Tub 9 IIYesterday I saw a woman flayed, and you \vould hardly 

51 believe how it altered her appearance for the worse. 11 The Arbuthnot 

comment is serious and humourous, complimentary in one part and less 

so in another, positive and negative. Certainly Swift believed Arbuthnot 

to be a fine man, but he also believed him to be human with faults like 

any other man, though to a smalJer degree. than most. As Swift \'las very 

.much aware, Ilhuman Fl~ai"lity will too often interpose it self among 

Persons of the hol iest Function. 1152 Swift is wittily l'emind'ing Pope 

that Arbuthnot is both fine and flawed. Laetita Pilkington recalls the 

Swiftian philosophy: IIwhenever I see a Number of agreeable Qual Hies 

in any Person, I· am a 1 ivays sure, they have bad ones suffi c; ent to poi ze 

the Scale. 1I53 

In another letter to Pope, Swift makes a perplex'ing remark on 

Rochefoucauld and mankind: 

50Swift, as in R.A. Greenberg & W.B. Piper eds. ~ Th~ Writin~ 
of yonathan Swift, (New York: Norton, 1973)~ p. 585. 

51Swift, 1,109. 

52 
,Swift, II, 16. 

53Swift, as in Greenberg, p. 607. 



I tell you after all that I do not hate Mankind, 
it is vous autres who hate them because you would 
have them l~easonable Anin;2.1s, and ate Angry for bci!lg 
dis~ppointed. I have always rejected that Definition 
and made another of my own. I am no mOl~e angry with 
-- Then I was with the Kite that last week flew away 
with one of my Chi ck·j ns and yet I was pl eas' d when 
one of my Servants Shot him tV;Q days after, Thi s I 
say, because you are so hardy as to tell me of your 
Intentions to write Maxims in Opposition to Roch
foucault VJho is my Favorite because I found my who"' e 
character in him~ however, I will read him again 
because it is possible I may have since undergone 
some alterations. 54 
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This remark carries the full weight of Swift's fluctuating irony. On 

the one harid, he claims not to hate mankind, and then humourously 

modifies the comment to read well maybe a little. He says he found 

his whole character in Rochefoucauld, then s~ys it has been some time 

since he has read him and perhaps he has changed in ways foreign to 

-the French writer. Swift leaves open both possibilities: one that 

he owes a great deal to Rochefoucauld and two that he owes very little. 

The truth would lie somewhere in the middle, .for undoubtedly Swift 

found a thinker of like mind in Rochef6ucauld, but he also writes very 

differently from him. Rochefoucauld writes in clear incisive prose; 

Swift can do that, but the work on which his reputation is based 

incorporates a cameleon-like irony in which he assumes the colour of 

an environment to expose its inadequacy. 

Even on occasions when one would have thought solemnity the 

only appropriate dispusition to confront correspondingly solemn events, 

54Swift to Alexander Pope, Nov. 26, 1725, as in Greenberg, p. 586, 
. (New York: Norton, 1973). 
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Swift is not without levity and mirth. Over the proposed imposition 

of nearly worthless copper coinage on Ireland. a sftuatinn Swift took 

very seriously~ he can still jest. After arousing public support for 

the relinguishing of William Woodis patent for the copper coinage, 

Swift in the person of M.B. Drapier, a middle class linen merchant~ 

informs the public that it is his duty to remain faithful to the King 

and the 1m'!. but since the patent is unla\~!ful (liThe 1al'J of England 

gives the King all Mines of Gold and Silver but not the Mines of 

other Metals ll HD. Vol. 10. letter 1) he makes known his intention that 

he is prepared to go to war against England (IIA Letter to The i1hole 

People. of Ireland ll ). Swift makes a nice distinction here between the 

Sovereign and his Subjects, but it was a distinction too subtle for 

the English ruling class and their Irish cronies who strongly objected 

to Drapierls inflammatory statement and issued a re\vard for his arrest. 

Swift begins to backtrack~ still in humour and self-irony~ in Drapierls 

IISeasonab1e Advice to the Grand-Jury ... 11: 

And if such a Writer, in four several Treatises on 
so nice a subject, where a Royal Patent is concerned, 
and where it Ivas necessary to speak of England, and 
of Liberty; should in one or two Places, happen to let 
fall an inadvertent Expression, it would be hard to 
condemn him, after all the Good he hath done ... 55 

Again in IIA Letter to Viscount Moles\10rthll SVJift reiterates with a 

fine twist of IIback-in-your-court ll genius. 



I will now venture to tell your Lordship a 
Secret. wherein I fear you are too deeply con
cerned. You will therefore please to know, that 
this Habit of Writing and Discoursing) wherein 
I unfortunately differ from almost the whole 
Kingdom~ and am apt to grate the Ears of more 
than Icould wish; was acquired dUl~ing my 
Apprenticeship in London .. ,56 

Drapier goes .on to plead ·in the same letter: IIBut I shall in Time 

gr·ow wi ser, and 1 ea rn to cons i der my Dr; ver, the Road I am in, and 
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with whom ram Yoked. II And as a final summation of the whole affair 

Drapier writes flAn Humble Address to Both House of Parliament": 

Some would have it, that I WENT TOO FAR: But I 
suppose they will now allow themselves mistaken. 
I am sure I might easily have GONE FURTHER: .And 
I think I could not easily have FARED WORSE.57 

Swift I S sermons are usually without it·ony. He comments to 

Stella that "those who think to hear something wonderful will be 

plaguily balked, for I shall preach plain honest stuff. 1I58 Swift 

does 'that for the most part. He grasps the simple truths of the gospel 

and delivers them to the a~dience in simple plainness. There are times~ 

though when Swift is outrageously funny in the sermons, particularly 

so in l!J29i!. Sleeping .i!l Church which begins: III have chosen these Words 

with Design, if possible to disturb some Part of this Audience of half 

an HourIs Sleep~ for the Convenience and Exercise whereof this Place~ 

56(, . f" X 86 .;.vfj 1.:, I , • 

57 Swift, X, 123. 

58 Svli ft, IX, 97. 
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at ,this Season of the Day, is vel~y .much celebrated H and conc'ludes: 
. 59 

HOpi um is not ~!J stL:pi fyi ng to many Persons as ar. Afternoon 5:E!rmoY). II 

Mirth not confined to sermons, Swift can even introduce jest in a mock-

prayer to Henry VIII: III \tJish.that he had been flead, his skin stuffed 

and hanged on a Bibbet, his bulky guts and flesh l~ft to be devoured 

by Birds and Beasts, for a wf.u~ning to his successors fonNer. Amen. 1160 

In a work collaborated on with Pope, Arbuthnot and others in 

the Scriblerian Club, called the ~1emoirs of The, Ext}~aordinarJ __ Life, 

l40rks an~ DiscQ..verLes of ~1aI.tin~ Sc_rib'lerus~ fun is made of theo"ogians' 

tendencies to speculate on matters that cannot be proved or disproved. 

In a hilarious outline of theological mumbo-jumbo, so very Swiftian 

,in tone, these j)oints are made: 

VI Whether God loves a possible Angel better than 
an .actually existent flie? 

VII If Angels pass from one extreme to another 
without going through the middle? Aquinas. 

VII. If Angels know things more clearly in the 
morning? Aquinas. * 

59Swift~ IX, 212. 

60Swift , as in McHugh and Edl'-lards, Jonathan Swift: lQJjZ-196l 
A Dublin, TercentenaryTribute, (Dublin: 1967T:-~58. 

* Beckett continues this traditi6n of making fun of theological 
speculation in ~1ol1oy_: 1. ·vIhat value is to be attached to the theory 
that~Eve sprang, not from Adam's rib, but from a tumour in the fat of 
his leg (arse?)? 3. Did f1ary conceive through the ear, as Augustine 
and Adobard assert? 4. How much longer are we to hang about waiting 
for the antichrist? 6. What is one to think of the Irish oath sworn 
by th.:'! natives with the right hand on the relics of the saints and the 
left on the virile member? 7. Does nature observe the sabbath? 13. 
What was God doing with himself before the creation? 14. Iv1ight ;not 
the beatific vision become a source of boredom, in the long run? .. p.167. 
S. Beckett, Three Novels by. Samuel Beckett: ~911.QY..~ t1a1...Qne:. Di~_~~ The 
Unnal!!.~2Jes (New YOl~k: Grove Press, Inc. ~ 19581. 
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IX Whethel~ every Angel hears what one Angel says to 
another? deny'd. Aquinas. . 

XI Whether one Devil can illuminate another? Aquinas. 

XII If there would have been any female born in the 
state of innocence? Aquinas. 

XIII If the creation was finishld in six days, because 
six is the most perfect number: or if six be 
the most perfect number because Creation was 
finished in six days? Aquinas. 51 

Even on the coming of death Swift chooses to be cheerful. In The Last 

Will and Te2tament he offers his money for the founding of St. Patrick's 

hospital for 'idiots and lunatics: "And~ if a sufficient Number of 

Idiots and Lunaticks cannot readily be found~ I desire that incurables 

may .. t k .. t h . d H . , 1 t 1 h D f" '!I6 2 De 'a'en lnto - e sal osplca a supp y sue I e lClency ... 

T~e .statement carries Swift's usual number of ironic qualifications. 

He will found a hospHal if the right number of idiots can be found 

-- understood in the light of his view that Ireland houses more idiots 

per square yard than anywhere in Europe -- if not, then a general 

hospital for incurables, but not quite that either, only certain types 

of incurables, not those suffering from self-inflicted diseases. Looking 

back on h-is wnl in "Verses on The Death of Dr. Swift" writes: 

He gave the little Wealth he had, 
To build a Hourse for Fools and Mad: 
And shew'd by one satyric Touch, 
No Nation wanted it so much: 63 

----_.-----------------------------
61 Kerby-Mi 11 er, ed. Memo; rs Q:f. The Extraord i nary Life, ~!2Y'ks, 

and Discoveries of t~artinus Scriblerus.---rNew Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1950 (reprint), p. 123. 

6?Swift, XIII, 150. 

63Swift, as in Davis~ p. 513. 



The jest is not cOnfined however to the Testament but extends to his 

re\1atding of gifts. Lor'd' Orr'ery makes these ob:;ervat'ions: 

Dr. Sv,1i ft 's vIi 11: whi ch, 1 ike all hi s other 
writings~ is drawn up in his own peculiar 
manner. Even so serious a composition he 
cannot help indulging himself, in leaving 
legacies that carry \'Jith them an air of 
ra'illery and jest. He disposes of his three 
hats (his best, his second best, and his 
third best; beaver) with an ironical solemnity, 
that renders the bequests ridiculous. He 
bequeaths lito rl1r. John Grattan a silver box, 
to keep in it, the tobacco which the said 
John usually chewed, called pigtail. II But, 
his legacy to Mr. Robert Grattan is still 
more extraordinary. IIItem. I bequeath to 
the Reverend 1\1r. Robert Grattan ... my strong 
box, on condition of his giving the sole use 
of the said box to his brotllel~, Dr. James 
Grattan~ during the life of the said Doctor, 
who hath mere occasion for it.1I There are 
so many last impressions of his turn~ and 
way of thinking: and I dare say, the persons 
thus distinguished, look upon there instances, 
as affectionate memorials of his friendship, 
and as tokens of the jocose manner, in which 
he had treated them during his life time. 64 

Swift lived a life of acute self-awareness and self-irony, 

aware of his own "inclinations and limitations as well as those of 

others. Very early in his career he recognizes the importance of 
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irony as a check against man's pride and a check against his own pride, 

In a charming piece of 1699 Resolutions Hhen 1 Come To Be Old he sets 

up an elaborate list of all-th~ things he will .not do when he is old: 

64Lord Ol"rery, p. 162-163. 
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not marry a young woman, not seek young companY5 not give advice s not 

boast of former gl or-j es and so on before gi vi ng the fi na"! resc"1 uti on:. 

"not to set up for observ"ing all these Rul es, faY' fear' I should 

observe nOnE~, 1165 thus knocking dO\'Jn what he has been so carefully 

building up. Of course it is possible to take pride in one' self

irony 5 to be proud of one IS humil ity 9 but that woul d be a turn not 

unfamiliar to Swift. 

Most of Swift's work could take as its explanation what he 

said "in The Second Volun..!~ Advertisement to his poems: liThe follol'ling 

poems chiefly consist either of Humor or Satyr, and very often of both 

together. 1166 Humourous sat ire is Swift's trademark, but thel~e are times 

when he drops the ironic mask, as in a project for the Advancement of --_._--"-

which Swift signs his real name. The essence of what Swift has to say 

her~ is that virtue should be rewarded or at least the outward show 

of virtue should be necessary for political and economic advancement. 

To this end Swift proposes the setting up of lIitinearary Commissioners ll 

appointed to inspect men in office so that morality and religion would 

become fashionable court virtues. The modern reader would immediately 

think of a police state of at least a very rigid authoritarian one, but 

the only objection Swift voices is the charge that the scheme might 

encourage hypocrisy: 

65Swift, I, XXXviii. 

66Swift , XI II, 184. 



Neither am I aware of any Objections to be raised 
against what I have advanced; unless it should be 
thought~ that the making Rc:!igion a necess<lI"ji StejJ 
to Interest and Favour. might encrease Hypocrisy 
among us; And I readily believe it would. But if 
One in Twenty should be brought over to true Piety 
by this ... and the other Nineteen be only Hypocrites, 
the Advantage would still be great ... it is often 
with Relig·j·on asH is with Love~. \l/hich, by much 
Dissembling, at last grows real. 67 

There is no reason to think that Swift is being ironic here, though 
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sounding a great deal like one of his despised projectors, and many 

reasons to think he is not. First, he signs his name. The only other 

t'ime he does this in a major tract is in A Proposal. .. for Correct iD..9.. , 

the English. Tongue, unquestionably not ironic. Secondly, the sentiment 

expressed is consistent with Swift's realism. He has no exalted view 

'of the human being and intimates in other works that he would prefer 

hypocrisy to outright vice. Yet in spite of the solemn tone, Swift 

cannot prevent himself from giving the essay a final twist connecting 

religion with love in a rather unflattering manner to man's manipulation 

of both. 

As there are times when little irony is used, so there are 

times when Swift deems it inappropriate to use irony at all. On the 

death of his mother, Swift writes: ILIf the way to 'Heaven be- through 

Piety, truth, justice, and chat~ity, she is there. 1I68 When he speaks 

67Swift, II, 56. 

68Swift, VII, 196. 
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from the heart without intervening irony, Swift is brief and simple. 

In hi s poignant- prayers for Stel1 a, Swift says \lJhiit he iJri (Ii",:> - needs-

saying with a minimum of rhetoric: 

I Give her a true Conception of the Vanity, Folly, 
and Insignificancy of all Human Things ... 

II Give her a true sense of the emtiness and vanity 
of all earthly things, .. remember the good actions 
of this thy servant; that the naked she hath 
cloathed, the hungl~y she hath fed, the sick and 
fatherless whom she hath relieved .. ,69 

vJe have looked at Swift's "divinity" and the range and varic~ty 

of his "wit", I should like no\'! to look at the ways he "reconciles ll 

them. There is an old tradition of uniting divinity with wit of which 

Swift is an outstanding contributor. When one thinks of the wits of 

the world, invadably one turns to religious men. Among clergymen 

-~ho have written with mirth are Rabelais, John Donne s St. Jerome, Robert 

Herrick, Jonathan Swift and Laurence Sterne. Among comic-religious 

writers, by vlhich designation I mean religious writers who use comedy 

as their form of address, number Moli~re, Cervantes, Erasmus, Sir 

------------------------------------
69(' Oft •. >\111 , IX, 255-256 . 
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Thomas More~ Samuel Butler and Pascal at times.* So predominant have 

Chlwistian wl'""iters beery ill the comic mode"of eXpl"ession that "it i::; 

difficult to think of a major satirist, ironist, or wit from the 

med i eva"' peri od to the ei ghteenth centui~y who has not been either in 

the Chu0ch or loyally connected to it. In the medieval period in 

particular almost all major religious literature was filtered through 

the comic lens whether one thinks of Chaucer or the Everyman-playwright 

or' the GawaJJ:!.-poet. Some of the medieval religious writ-ing such as 

that by Langland in Pier~'plowman uses a serious satire to lay bare 

corruptions in the clergy and the society, but the bulk of the writing 

shares with Chaucer an inclination to treat the world lightly, unmasking 

manls serious pretensions and solemn pomposity. 

The Church has never lacked adherents to the comic mode of 

perceiving man's reality from the beginnings to the present. Isaac 

*Most of these writers were familiar"to Swift. In the 
correspondence Erasmus is referred to by Swift, Vol. iii, p. 401, 
Cervantes Vol. iii, p. 261, 94, 313, 506 and Vol. ii, p. 310, Rabelais 
Vol. iii, p. 261 & Vol. i-j, p. 129, 312, Vol. ii, p. 384. Lord 
Bathurst in a letter to Swift refers to flour friend Cervantes". "Should 
he go into Spain, he would find that Don Swifto is in the highest 
estimation, being thought to be lineally descended from Miguel de 
Cervantes, by a daughter of Quevedo's." H. Williams, ed. The Corres
pondence of Jona<than Swift, 5 vol urnes, (Oxford, 1963), i v -:-po 390. In 
Vol. 'iii, p. "261, Pope quotes S'Nift lines from The Dunciad: "And Thou! 
whose Sence, whose Honour, and whose Rage/At once can lead, delight, 
and lash the Agel/Whether thou chuse Cervantes' serious Air,/Or laugh 
and ~hake in Rab'lais easy chair ... " S\'Jift had copies of Pascal, More, 
Moliere, Cervantes and Rabelais ' works in his library; see H. Williams, 
Dean S\,lift's Library, (Cambridge, 1932). In Herbel~t Davis' edition of 

- the complete prose works St. Jerome is mentioned iv 38, xiv 17, 
Rabelais xii 32, Eiasmus ix 262 and Cervantes xii 32. 
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Barrow~ who had an honoured place in Swift's library~ chooses for his 

sermon teX:t IIRejoice Evermol~e!l: lilt is a scandalous ndspf'ision~ 

vulgarly admitted concerning Religion that it is altogether sullen 

and sour~requiring a dull lumpish, morose kind of life. barring all 

delight, all mirth, all good humour ... a Christian ... is the most jocund~ 

blith, and gay person in the \~orld ... "lO John Hacket, Bishop of 

Lichfield and Coventry, expounds: "they are not more rC'ligious and 

spiritual who are more austere and morose than other~sJ' and that "Chl~'ist 

Jesus refused not cheerful meetings, but condemn'd the sad countenances 

and sullenness of the Pharisses: and melancholy of all humours he 

held was fit to make a Bath for the Devil.,,71 Tillotson~ a-Iso 'in 

Si,nft's library (as l,\'as AndY'ewesL says \'lit "is a Veiny commendable 

quality." And Lord Shaftesbury, who condemns satire as a too seriolls 

form of the comic and considers self-righteous Puritanical forms of 

religion immoral, underscores the point, "I very much question \</hether 

anything besides ill-humour can be the cause of atheism; and certainly 

nothing else can make us think the Supreme Manager sullen, sour or 

morose. ,,72 

70 '. 
Barrow, as in S.t~. Tave's The Amiable Humorist, (Chicago: 

University of Chicago Press, 1960), P:-4. 

71Hacket, in The Amiable Humorist, p. 7 . 

. 72Sflaftesbury, as in Jensen and Zirker's The Satirist's Art, 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1973), p:-T6-. 

* Tillotson, in Tave, p. 13. 



Christian writers have been vigourously defensive of the comic 

being the nlost suitable 'iens through which to view real'ity. EraslIlus 

in Preface !52. Tho~ More summons to memory that IlSa.int Jerome indulged 

in this kind of writing, and with gl~eater freedom and sharpness,1I and 

\-ionders "a " ittl e at the tenderness of ears in these times) which CG,t1 

tolerate nothing, almost, but solemn forms of addl~ess.,,73 Sir Thomas 

More~ according to Si",r1ft, lithe finest man of virtue England ever 
7{~ . produced, II. 111 a 1 etter to Peter Gi 11 es writes: Ilpeop 1 e are so 

humorless ... some are so grimly serious that they disapprove of all 

humour ... some are so literal-minded that the slightest hint of irony 

affects tl1em a.s water affects a suf"!"erer from hyd} ophobid. ;,75 If 

Swift was not lithe gravest of Divines," neither was some of the finest 

Christian writers before him. 

Herrick even exceeds Swift in bawdy verse. Lines such as 

IIfain would r kiss my Julia1s dainty 1e9/Hhich is white and hairless 

as an egge ll or III can play, and I can twine/IBout a Virgin like a 

Vine ll or IIshe throws; I cast, and having thrown, I got the Pit and 

she the Stone)lI* reflect the same spirit of playfulness that Swift 

73Erasmus, The Praise of Foll~, (New York: Random House~ 1941), 
p. 3. 

74Swift., XIII, ,li3. 

75More , Utopia, {London: Penguin, 1971),31-32. 

*Herrick, Hesperide~, ed. Martin, (London: Oxford,1956)! 
pp. 139, 10, 19. 
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exhibits "in some of his minor works. In A f!Jodes'!: Defence .~:rf f_'=!.r1l1iD.9_ 

Sw"ift remarks~ liSa it seems what is got by the Pox is lost by the Box 

••• "76 and in A Discourse To Prove the ~!lti~ity 21 th~ E;!.!.9li~}. 1<?lJ.9..ue 

Swift works out his own philological schema. He jokingly enlightens 

us that Ajax is from the English term IIAge-aches," Alexander the Great 

means ilAll eggs under the Grate ll and Ari stat"' e derives from IIAri se to 

tell".?7 Swift, like Herrick and a host of other Christian writers, 

chooses to treat the world lightly with the underlying premise that 

man is basically mediocre, takes himself too seriously and fails to 

recognize his own smallness in relation to the Divine . 

. With all his affinity to Herrick, the writer Swift most 

res!:!mbles is Samuel Butler. Swift knew Hudibras by heart, a great 

favourite of the Scriblerus Club, and often recited its lines. The 

similarities between the two comic-religious writers are widespread. 

Like Butler, and Eliot following, Swift is an Anglo-Catholic in 

religion, a Royalist in politics and a Classicist in literature. Both 

Butler and Swift's satirical works have the moral impetus of Job: 

40:11-12: "Cast abroad the rage of thy wrath: and behold everyone 

that is proud, and abuse him. Look on everyone that is proud and bring 

him low; and tread down the wicked in their place,lI There are no 

7 6S\'Ji ft, IV, ,208 .' 

77Swi ft, IV, 235-236. 
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earthly idols for SVlift and none for Butler. Hhen Gu"lliver summons 

Alexander in Glubbdubdrib and Dth2~ of his heroes, inactv~rtently while 

seeking to magn'ify their stature, he diminishes them. Al(~xander was 

not po'isoned~ Gulliver relates, but "dyed of a Fever by excessive 

Dri nki n ~ II much 1 ess glamorous, and Caesar free'ly confesses that lithe 

greatness/Actions of his own life were not equal by many Degrees to 

h Gl .r: k' . t ,)8 I' k' t' d b 1 t e - ory 01 ta lng 1- av~ay. _1 "eVJ1se a sus a1ne_ ver a war wages 

in ~~dibras against pride. Anafualia rationalis in Butler, as in Swift, 

is more anamalia than rationalia. Take, for example, this passage 

from Canto I, which reads very much like Swift's Tale narrator with 

complete faith in his mental agility to render all mystery explicab'!e: 

He was in logic a great critic, 
Profoundly skilled in analytic: 
He could distinguish and divide 
A hair, 'twixt south and southwest side' 
On either which he would dispute, 
Confute~ change hands, and still confute: 
He'd undertake to prove, by force 
Of argument, a man's no horse; 
He'd prove a buzzard is no fowl', 
And that a Lord may be an owl ... 1. 65_75. 79 

Butler subverts the epic tone by ironic undercutting in which Hudibr'as! 

pretension is gradually unmasked. Pretension is also satirized in 

Butler's best short poem, "The Elephant In The ~100n," an attack on the 

Royal Society that bears resemblance to Swift's attack in Book III of 

78Swift, XI, 180. 

79Butler, as in Hudibras, ed. J. Hilders, (Oxford Clarendon 
Press, 1967), p. 3. 
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Gulliver's Travels. Although Swift drew directly from the Transactions 

of the ROyd" Society for his sath~e, he may also have captured 

something of Butler's spirit. Butler's "learned society" think they 

see armies ~nd an elephant at war on the Moon; but the elephant and 

armies turn ou~ tc be flies and assorted debris stuck in the telescope. 

In his prose writing in the Notebooks Butler records the message of 

the poem: f1lmmoderate Desire of Knowledge, has ever been one of the 

chiefest causes of Ignorance, for most men know lesse then they might 

'by endeavori ng to know more then they can, ,,80 and aga'; n in Characters 

hi s descri pti on of an athei st: "he, that wi 11 venture to comprehend 

that, villich'is not \lrithin his R~ach, does not knOt" so far as h'is own 

latitude, much less the Extent of that which lies beyond it."m But'ler's 

. remarks bring to mind Swift's contrast between the practical science 

of the Broodingnagians in which that science is supported which brings 

two blades of grass or two husks of corn where only one grew before in 

contrast to the Laputian construction of theoretical models of little 

or no practical value. Both Swift and Butler believe in limits to 

human capability and advocate scepticism to Utopian schemes. 

The strength of Swift1s work, like Butler's, lies in its ability 

to find metaphors for thought. Swift, at his best, thinks in metaphor. 

When he want to draw attention to human pettiness, he thinks of h1911- .. -

80Butler, as in Samuel Butler: Charactel~S and, passages from 
The .Notebooks, (Cambridge Universi,ty Press, 1908): p. 478. 

81 Butler, p. 112. 
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heels; a specif·ic reference to high and low churchmeri, but of universal 

applica/:,ility in describing any pettiness thut thinks those v.ho wear 

high-heeled shoes are superior to those who wear low-heeled shoes. 

Never content with one example, Swift extends the metaphor. Further 

p~tt·iness ~he conce·ives of in terms of those who crack th€ir eggs" by . 

the small end and those who, thinking themselves superior to their 

small-End·ian brethern, crack their eggs by the big end. Butler thinks 

in metaphor too as his definit"ion of satire will bear out: IIIt is a 

kinde of Knight Errant that goes upon Advertures, to Relieve the 

Distressed Damsel Virtue~ and Redeeme Honor out of Inchanted Castles 

a,nd Opprest Truth and Reason out of the Captivity of Gyant.s and 

Magitians.,,82 This "is sUl"ely the most wonderful definH"ion of satire 

in the 1 anguage not even eqLia 11 ed by Sid; ft Is: II Satyr is a sort of 

Glass, wherein Beholders do generally discover every body's Face but 

-I-h • 1183 
l- elr own ... 

It is worth noting how consistently Swift and Butler say 

important things in jest. Periodically when they do speak 1n grave 

tones, when the ironic mask drops, as in some of the minor prose tracts 

on government~ they really have nothing important to say. Butler 

depicts himsel f and Swift well in Characters under the category of the 

Orale: "His Fancy is counter-charged between Jest and Earnest; and 

B2Butler, Notebooks, p. 469. 

83, I S\'Ji ft", ,"140. 
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84 the Earnest lies always in the Jest, and the tJest in the Eatn(~st.!I 

Hhen Butl cr ha.s som2thin~ important to say ~ il:' he hc.s in the d,:::finit"ic"T! 

of satire as a moral force, he says it in comic camouflage. Examples 

of thought interweaving metaphor and jest abound. A striking ~xample 

is his definition of the world: liThe \~Ol~ld -is l"ike Nbah1s Ark/ln wl,-ich 

8h 
few men buy many Beasts imbark." ;.J 

The reconciliation of divinity and wit5 as we have seen~ is 

an old tradition in Christian satire and irony. Swift was not unique 

in his trying to combine the two, but was~ as our second chapter \vi"il 

show, unjque in his contribution to the tradition. The greatest 

theoretician of Christian irony and satire, S¢ren Kierkegaard~ a 

writer with \'lhom Swift shares much in common in poses and pseLidonyms, 

connects religious concerns with comic treatment in a way that I think 

would appeal to Swift: 

Th~ comical always lies in contradiction ... it~ 
is true without exception that the more thoroughly 
and substantially a human being exists~ the more 
he will discover the comical. 

The ~eligious individual is the highest of all 
resolves, infinitely higher than all plans to 
transform the world and to create systems and 
works of art: therefore must the religious. man, 
most of all men, discov~r the comical--when he is 
rea~ly religious; for otherwise he becomes himself 
comical. 

84But1er, p. 175. 

85Butler, p. 112. 



The Y'el"igious discoUl'se must, therefore, always be 
a little teasing just as existence is; for herein 
lies the teasing, that we huma~ beings hdV~ our he~ds 
full of great imaginings, and ~~en comes existence 
and offers us the commonplace. 

Both Swift and Kierkegaard wrote against the grain of their time, 

wrote '\mscientifically" °in multilayered works of Christian irony,.'\-

86Sl?h~en Kierkegaard, Concluding Un?cientific Postscript_, 
{Princeton, PI~inceton University Press, 1968T:pp. 413,414,431. 

*The Swift-Kierkegaard parallels are fascinating. Both 
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writers wrote against system and systematizers; those who would solve 
the riddles of the universe and hand them to you in a neat ball. Swift 
had his Hobbes and Kierkegaard had his Hegel. Hobbes was the chief 
system-maker of Swift's time and Hegel was the chief system-m~ker of 
Kierke9aal'd!s time. The persona'i paralle'ls are nOl.nb-le too. Swift 
had his Stella, Kierkegaard his Regine Olsen; Swift never got Dublin 
out of his system, and Kierkegaard never got Copenhagen out of his. 
Both men railed against Church corruption and Christian complacency. 
John Updike in an excellent article called 'The Fork ' in J. Thompson's 
Kierkegaard: !l Colle('tio~ of Critical Essays has said that Kierkcgaar-d 
was really only interested in five things: Regina! his Father, Jesus, 
Socrates and Hegel. Swift too I think essentially was interested in 
five things, at least for the sake of the parallel ~ Stella, Ireland, 
the Church, the Tory Party, and his writing. This is not to deny 
that both Swift and Kierkegaard were not interested in Luther's 
"four last things": death, judgement, heaven and.the eternal f"jre. 



CHAPTER II 

CHRISTIAN IRONY 'AND THE NARRATORS AS MODERNITY 

SVfift's mult"ilayered irony is based on the assumption that a 

workable degree of truth can be found by balancing two opposites. 

Tension as an approximation of truth, which Swift's fluctuating irony 

brings about, finds expression in his concepts of the person, the 

government and the Church. He conceives the person as an amalgam of 

matter and spirit, living in the present in which he looks back to a 

time of original sin and forwi:li'd to fulfill"ing his divine pot('~:d:i(l"lity 

in Christ. Swift could go along partly with what Hobbes says in his 

introduction to the !:gviatha,!l, but could not subscribe to it comp"Jete'ly: 

For seeing life is but a motion of limbs, the 
beginning whereof is in some principal part 
within; why may we not say, that all automata 
(engines that move themselves by springs and 
whe.els as doth a watch) have an artificial 
life? For what is the heart, but a spring; 
and the nerves, but so many strings; and the 
joints, b~t so many wheels, giving motion 
to the whole body ... S? . 

The Hobbesian notion of mechanical man is too one-sided for Swift, 

lacking in tension, lacking in the conviction that man is composed of 

. - something quantitative that we call matter and something qualitative 

we call spirit. AS.far as government is concerned, in a 1701 essay 

A Discourse of the Contests and Dissensions in Athens and Rome Swift 

87Hobbes, Leviathan, ed. M. Oakeshott, (Ne\·', Ym'k: Colliers, 
1966L p. 19. 
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conce-ives pOWel~ to be natw'ally divided between "one Eminent Spir"it:, 

"~1en who have acquired "large Possessions" and lithe 1\1ass~ or Body 

of the People. IIBB When the balance is disrupted tynlnny results, 

either tyranny of the one, or the few, or the many. F"j na lly, Swift I s 

conception of the Church regards Calvinism as one exLr~me, Catholicism 

as the other extreme and the An~lican Church as the via media. 

The Christian view of reality, crystallized sharply by Pascal> 

involves a fidelity to a conception Df multidimensional phenomena. 

Pascal IS Pensee2. regard reality as capable of being one thing and 

another or many things at once: 

Christianity is strange. It bids man recognize 
that he is vile, even abominable, and bids him 
desire to be like God. Without such & counter
poise, this dignity would make hir.J hOITib"'y 
vain, or this hu~~liation would make him 
terribly abject. 

Synth~sis of abjectness and divine potentiality, between brute and 

angel lies the reality of man; and in order that man arrives at an 

approximation of his true nature, he must not distort his reality by 

seeing himself too much the brute or too much the angel. For Pascal 

and Swift truth can only be approximated by tens"ion, fidelity to a 

tension that allows for the partial validity of opposite points of Vie"1i 

and amalgamates them into the truth of a fluctuating middle. 

89pascal, Thoughts, Harvard Classics, ed. Eliot, XLVIII) 
(New York: P.F. Collier & Son, 1910), p. 265. 



In Pascal's view man must be aware of his wretchedness but 

not at the expense of losing sight of his salvation through Christ: 

The knowledge of'God without that of man's 
mi sery causes pri de. The knO\vl edge of man's 
mi sery w'j thout that of God ca uses despa -j i' 0 

The knowledge of Jesus Christ constitutes 
the middle course~ because in Him we find 

, both God and our misery.gO 
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I When man overemphasizes one side or another of a partial truth -- for 

example, Hobbes belief that man is a machine or can be made into one~ 

or Shaftesbury's belief that rationality makes man significant regard-

less of original sin or ultimate redemption -- one distorts the true 

nature of oneself. In the Christian position man is both insignificant 

before Divinity and significant because of Divinity. Man is both 

machine and 'som2thi n9 more, both ilwho 11y animal" i n Pascal's phrase 

and something beyond anamality. Reduction of a multiple state into 

a single one leads to distOl .. 'tion as one "is unable to conceive the 

connection of two opposite truths, and belieying that the admis~ion 

of one involves the exclusion of the other, they adhere to the one, 

exclude the other ..• ,,9l 

In "a great age of irony," as Martin Price terms the period 

from Pascal to Blake, and especially in Swift, there is a working 

principle that only the complexity of a shifting irony can do justice 

90pascal, Thoughts, p. 264. 
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to a complex and multidimensional reality. Swift lives at a time 
~ \. . 

\I/hennuiller'ous thinkers are preoccupied with the reduction of lP3ny facets 

of r(~a'l ity into a 51 ng1 e underlyi ng phenomenon and transforrr.i ng a both/ 

and conception of reality by various either/ors. Blake~ who writes 

pa~sionatelyagainst linear vision, sharply complains against the. 

prevailing tendencies of the age: 

May God us keep 
From Single vision & Newton1s sleep!92 

Irony for many Christian writers of the eighteenth century seems to 

be the only way out of a Newtonian mechanical universe in which 

mechanics dominate over meaning. The Christian concept of the 

universe as a h rea lm of substances in qualitative and teleological 

relations" ;;; being supplanted by lIa realm of bodies moving mt-'!chanical"ly 

'. d t~ 1193 1n slJace an _,me .. 

Swift's irony works by demonstrating the folly of single 

vision. Consistently the narrator picks up one side of a two-sided 

coin and distorts reality by overemphasizing one aspect 6f it. The 

reader must then redress the narrator's extremism by positing its 

opposite and balancing one extreme against another thus finding a 

fluctuating middle which can move a little to one side or the other 

92Blake~ as in Ford's The.Pelican Guide_to Eng.Jj~.h.. Literature: 
From Dryden to Johnson, (Middlesex, Penquin, 1975T, p. 278. 

93Burtt, Metaphysical_ Follndations of Modern Science, (Garden 
City~ N.Y.: Doubleday, 1954), p. 161. ----



depending on which opposite appears temporarily to be gaining the 

upperhand.: .. SHift takf~s hold of the philosophic tendencies of hh 

age and recasts them into works of satire in which a shifting irony 
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plays the major part. Between the Yahoo which is a close metaphoric 

equivalent of the II nas ty, brutish and short" "life of Hobbes-ian man 

in the state of natu\~e and the Houyhnhnrn which is a hybrid of ethical 

stoicism and Cartesian rationality, Swift places a surgeOn turned 

sailor who resembles both in part; but given a choice between alignment 

with animality and rationality chooses rationalit.Y~ thus eclipsing 

one side of his nature and over-stressing the other side. The sntirp 

is largely on Gulliver in Book iv and, insofar as we would behave 

5imilarly~ on us. Gulliver has forgotten the Pascalian tensio~ 

inhel~ent in the Chr-istian conception of manls reality, and in trying 

to imitate horses, -Gull iver ceases to be a man. A one--dirrensiolicd 

view of reality, in Gulliverls case the worship 6f rationality at the 

expense of trying to eradicate his physical and emotional nature 5 

leads to distortion and absurdity. Swift reminds us in A Discourse 

of the Contests and Dissentions in Athens and Rome that " ... it is the 

Tal ent of Human Nature to run from one Extream to another ..... 94· and 

running from extreme to the other is Gulliverls consistent pattern 

;n the Travels. 

94Svdft, I, 230. 
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The King of Brobdingnag's 'criticism of European civilization 

meets with.a loyal patriot who answers every charge. When the 

Houyhnhnms engage in criticism of Europe Gulliver adds to the abuse. 

Gulliver has moved from patr~otism to hatred of his country; he 

metamor'phOSeS ft'om a prdlantY'opist in Lill'iput where he cannot do 

enough for the Lilliputians to a misanthrope when he returns from 

Houyhnhn~land who cannot abide his family. I' . 
1e 1 S a scnsibh~ and 

dispassionate commentator on life in Laputa. but a passionate fool 

COlllrnenting on life in Houyhnhnm1ancl, In S~ntiwents of A Church-of-

fD.,qJjlnd ~~an_ Swift summarizes Gulli'/er! s whole tendency to avoid 

moderation? "for, it seems a Pl'incip"[e in knnar: l~i.<tu)"'e~. to incline 

\' th " ,,95 one ~ay more an anotner .... 

If we might for a moment view reality as a balance between 

two opposite weights, the inc1ination of Swift's nalTCltOl'S is to lear, 

their weight on one side or the other thus toppling a bal~nce into 

disruption. Wh~t Swift philosophically maintains, he artistically 

embodies in the satires. One of the central philosophic tenets of 

his satires is that man has lost his balance,that he has gone over 

to one extreme or another, that he has forfeited the realistic view 

of man inherited from Christianity for the simpl istic 'jrnptactical view 

of the materialists and rationalists. The narrators of the major 

satires are not merely spokesmen for modernity, that tendency to expouse 

manls self-sufficiency, his reason, his progress and perfectability, 

they are embodiments of modernity itself. 
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Upon arrival in the land of the Houyhnhnms Gulliver sees 

the ehoi ce of ali gnment beti'!een fi lthy a.pes and c1 ean hoY'~;t:'s v,'ho 

I govern themselves solely on the basis of reason. Gulliver sees his 

eh6ic~ in either/or terms, whereas Swift sees the choice as synthesis. 

\ Nan is ne'ither completely rat'ional nOi' ,comp1etely devoid of reason'in9, 

ne'ither horse nOi' ape, not "animal rationale ll after the D('i~.;ts} 

Lockians, and followers of Descartes but a Cl'eature Il ra tioni') 
9r 

caD ~~' II J 
i U .. , ... 

Even the Houyhnhnms l'ecognize that Gull'iver has the II rud'jments of 

reasonll, that he is IIteachable", that he is somewhat smoother tha.t'! 

the rough-ski~ned Yahoos. When the Sorrel Nag tries to feed Gulliver 

Yahoo food~ a "piece of Ass's Flesh"~ he finds that Gulliver does not 

consider it palatable. Likewise when the Nag offers Gulliver oats, 

it observes that he does not eat Houyhnhnm food. IINeither of these 

were Food for me" says Gun i ver' and one "IOU-' d have wi shed t:1at he had 

extended the logic of his tastebuds into the recognition that neither 

Yahoo nor Houyhnhnm provided him with an exeli1plar. 97 

The point of Book iv is that man is neither Houyhnhnm nor Yahoo, 

but he does share some similai~ities and differences 'f/ith both. He does 

not have long claws, as Yahoos do, to enable him to climb well; he is 

--_._------

96Swift to Alexa~der Pope, September 29, l725~ in Greenberg, 
p. 585. "I have got r·1aterials Towards a Treatis proving the falsity 
of that Definition animal rationale, and to show it should be only 
rationis capax. 1I 

' 

97Swift, II, 214. 
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less hardy and finds clothes a necessity; he prefers cooked fOod to 

taw food, i1ccordi ng to antlioropol og'j sts) the mal~k of civil ized :i!C1rl 

over animal~nan. He is, however, similar enough to the Yahoos in 

physical appearance for a female Yahoo to embrace him while he bathes 

and he has a firm .understanding of their petty quarrels having come 

from a society that behaves along similar lines. Gulliver is unlike 

the Houyhnhnllls in that ·he is emoti ana 1 and not outstandi ng1y rati ana 1 . 

Emotion is not rational so it is understandable a.t the time of Gulliver's 

departure that the horses indicate nothing other than curiosity at 

waving goodbye to a freak. Farcically Gulliver in the narrative tries 

to make much of the fact that his Master raises his hoof to be kissed 

rather than have Gulliver bend to kiss it. The only horse that shows 

the slightest interest in his leaving is the Sorrel Nag, a genet-ically 

inferior beast, who calls out for him to take care. On the other hand~ 

Gulliver is capable of learning the Houyhnhnm language, something the 

Yahoos cannot do, and has ~ degree of reason that the hors~s recognize 

shown' by their putting him in his own private quarters between their 

dwelling and the Yahoo stable.* 

, *1.0. He"del in liOn The Philosophical Background of 1Gulliver ' s 
Travels " , 1926 argues convincingly that the chief difficulty of under
standing Gulliver in the post-Augustan period is the shift in philosophic 
sensibility" "Pascal would have understood him~ as would La Roche
foucauld and Boileau; so would Montaigne; so would Boyle. For the 
transition from the seventeenth century to the eighteenth was exper
iencing a revolution in ethical thought ... The pessimism of Pascal has 
given way to the optimism of Leibnitz; the theory of self-love of 
La Rochefoucauld to the theory of benevolence of Hutchesan and Hume; 
the scepticism of Montaigne to the rationalism of Locke, Tolard, and 
Clarke ... 11 
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In the satires Swift's n~rrators~ like Gulliver, tend-to 

ove}'s imp 1 i f:y rea 1 ity, see in absolutes rather than de~rees a nel i dent i fy 

themselves wHh partial- truths. In fl Tale of !2 Tub 9 for example, 

the narrator ransacks the universe trying to make it correspond with 

his own \vhims and waverings; the world becomes a word. or \'c1ther a 

whole jumble of words, which aim to reduce reality to whatever 

simplistic notion' his mind becomes preoccupied with. The narrator1s 

mind, completely free to run wild without any check by experience or 

tradition, rockets up and down, in and out) across and through, towards 

and away from, at the end of which he has discovered absolutely 

nothing, but has convinced himself that he has I'included and exhausted 

all that HUElan imag-lnati\)n can Rise and Fan to. II Hhat happens in 

the Tale, in which I include the companion pieces of The 8attle_ of 

the Books and The Mechanical 9peration of Spirit, is precisely what 

Swift says happens in free-thinking in his history of Athens and Rome: 

lito fix one Foot of their Compass wherever they think fit, and extend 

the other to such terrible Lengths, without describing any Circum-

fet~ence at all; is to 1 eave us, and themselves, ina very uncertain 

(' t t d' S t ,. R t t' II 96 ~- ,a e, an 1 n a or' OT 0 a 1 on... . 

In an interesting interpretation of the Tale called -IlHith an 

Eye to the Bunghole: Figures of Containment in A Tale of !::. Tub ll
, Eugene 

Kot"'kowski considers the tub as a container, lias something to put things 

96 
S\-";-ift~ I, 232. 
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in. 1I97 The narrator lI'imagines his body a container in wrrich ViiFGurs 

mount up to his brain; he works in a garret where whisP3fS mcu~~ up 

from the st~eet. He is a member in the fraternity of both hack-

writing and Bedlam; he encloses systems in a system) does projects on 

projectsscollects the writing of crazy collectors. and digresses 

within his own digressions. His view of the world is obsessively 

IIcontainerized"; he sees his readers as "br'imful" of charity ... The 

hack's great ambition is the Jlcompleat Anatomy~1I The mind that sets 

out to fill the universe leaves us with sterility and emptiness. 

Everything it touches turns to base metal. It rummages the dregs of 

the world o,nly to get tang-led in its OVIn "intellectual Gobvwb ll as 

Swi ft phrases- it. 

, Set against the Faustian display of the narrators Swift places 

his conviction that only a mind tempered by experience and channeled 

through order and tradition can keep from being engulfed with its own 

venom. Swift preaches the gospel of the Bee; while spinning the gospel 

of the Spider. He arrives at positive affirmation of man's necessary 

dependence on God by demonstrating the failure of self··enclosed mind 

that for all its frantic effort cannot get outside itself, outside the 

~'tilb" or the enclosed containet' of its wanderings and speculations. 

Swift demonstrates tnrough demolition of the contrary position what 

Michel de Montaigne, a favourite Swift \'-Jriter-, adheres to: "Man does 

not know the natural infirmity of his mind: it does nothing but 

97Korkowski, IIt~ith an Eye to the Bunghole: Figures of Contain
ment in A Tale of A Tub," ~t~dies .:Lfl English Literature, 1500-1900, 
Vol. XV, No.3, Summers 1975, p. 392. 
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ferret and quest, and keeps incessantly whirling around, building up 

and becomi-ng entsmgled, in its own work, like our silkworms and is 

ff d ·· " ,,98 su . ocate 1n It. 

The narr'ator of the Iale, as a spokesman for moderrrism~ or' as 

, I have preferred to frame it, the embodiment of modernity itself, 

constantly tries to replace multifarious reality as conceived by 

Chdstianity by one 1 inear interpretation after an()thet~. He searC:1es 

fOY' the one irreducible metaphor to which a'll of teality can be 

reduced. He first makes the world explicable by elevation: pulpits, 

ladders and stages are \yhat make the world go round, IItha>~ fei' obta,:inin:j 

Attention jn Publick, ,there is of necessity required a superior 

the Bar and the Bench as al ternative "Oratorical r'1achines", but he 

excludes this possibi1ity sin~e it would overturn the purity of the 

number three, a number of which he is extremely fond. In an essay to 

be published "next Term ll the historian-narrator claii'lS that he has 

not only "reduced the Senses and the Elements under its Banner, but 
, 19O 

brought over several Deserters from its ~wo great Rivals, Seven and Nine. 

------------------_.'-----------------.. _. 
98t~ontaigne, as in Korkowski) p. 408; rljontaigne is mentioned 

quite often in Swiftls correspondence) iii, 264, 348, 378, Es~ais, 
p. 40-4L 

99Swift , I, 36. 

lOOSwift, I, 35. 



In Section II the narrator drops his metaphor of elevation and 

number and picks up the metaphor of clothes, which later ~eco~ts the 

metaphor around \'Ihi eh the hi story of Chri st i anity is wound: Orice 

upon a time there arose a sect: 

which held the Universe to be a large Suit of 
CI oath(~s, whi eh i nves ts Every Thi ng: That the 
Earth is invested by the Air; The Air is in
vested by the Pl~imum ~10bil e. Look on thi s 
Gl abe of Earth, you will fi nd "it to be a very 
compleat and fashionable Dress. What is that 
which some call Land, but a fine Coat faced 
with Green? or the Seas but a Wastcoat of 
Water-Tabby? .. what is Man himself but a 
Micro-Coat~ or rather a compleat Suit of Cloaths 
wHh all its Trimmings?101 

\There are) however, connections between the new metaphor and the two 

-PTeceding onE~~;. The sect described has a relation to the then}'y of 

elevation because "they worshipped a sort of Idol, who ... did daily 

create Men, by a kind of Manufactory Ope!~ation ... This -idol they plo_ced 

in the hoi ghest Parts of the House, II and to the number three> lion an 

Altar erected about three Feet'I.102 As fond as he is of altering 

metaphors, the narrator is reluctant to let go of them entirely. The 

number three, for example, recurs when three distinct attitudes towards 

clothing become distinguishable: Jackls barrenness~ Peter's ornateness 

and Martinis in-between position, and in the division of critics into 

superficial, ignorant and learned. There is also an overail conslstency 

about the narrator's choice of metaphor. They are all seen in mechanh:al 

------------ "---.. ------.------

101 Swift , I, 46. 

l02Swift, I, 46. 

-I 
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terms; they all reflect an either/or structUl~e of the m'ind in which 

reality.must be one thi.ng or· anothel~; never two or more things at once; 

and they all eventually break down from overextension. In the case of 

the clothes metaphor the narrator1s insistence on seeing man, religion, 

wit, the universe and even his OVII1 writing vlithin the ve"il of c'lothes 

renders the metaphor meaningl ess. vJhat attempts to be descriptive of 

all things, becomes descriptive of nothing. The narrator tries unsuc-

cessful1y to prove that everything can be translated into anything, 

even ,if it is untranslatable in another tongue. 

The clothes metaphor continues woven through with digressions 

enclosed 'in one anothc"!r 1 ike· a llNest of Boxes ll , until the historian-

narrator tires of it and introduces a new way of perceiving develop-

lrtents -in histOt'Y. The 11learned Aeol'istslls he 'informs us~ mainta-in 

hthe Original Cause of all Things to be Windll.103 This theory engages 

his intellect for a time until it is replaced by the theory of madness 

C:1used by bloc kage to the normal excretory channels, whi ch seems to 

account for historical growth more accurately than either clothes or 

tl1ind. After an excursion into considering history as a conf1ict 

between books, ancient and modern, who settle their differences by 

mechanical vJarfcfre, the narrator places another box within that box 

and links the ancients with the llsweetness and lightll of the Bee and 

the moderns with the intellectual cobwebs of the spider and then picks 

up the metaphor of vapour again in A Discourse Concerning the Mechanical 

1 03Swift , I, 95. 
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Operation 9f .the Spirit -- the metaphor on wtrich he ends his meandering 

-- which,;s an expansion of Sect ,ix of the Ja.1 .. ~_ proper, "DigY'ess'ion 

concerning Madness". We have run the gamut of historical expl~nation 

in this inventory of metaphor gathering and suspending, from elevation 

to number to clothes to wind to vapour to books back to vapour. 

The h'istor-ian-nar-ratoy' of the Tale -is a Hobbesian. The 

consistent undergirding and connecting metaphor is mechanics. All the 

metaphors that aim to make history explicable are couched in mechanistic 

terminology. There are according to Pinkus approximately 285 images 

of man as a machine in the Tale~04 The mechanical frenzy of the Tale 

reinforc~s the overview of a Leviathan symbolizing a state of mind or 

a state of society in which there is only a mind preying upon itself 

without standard or tradition to restrain it; a mind absent a heart or 

a soul s a hal 'low vessel of words. Notably Hobbes' Leviatl~.:.D_ ;s mentioned 

at boHi the beginning and the end of the Tale. The lIwliale" against 

which the lItub" is sent out is the Leviathan. The tale is a decoy, a 

diversion~ literally, in which to save the ship or' commonwealth Svlift 

constructs a multilayered story transfused with irony, for irony is 

aswe remember Kierkegaard, lithe art of diversion ll
• Swift explains 

the framework of his irony in the Pref~~: 

Sea-men have a custom when they meet a Whale, 
to fl ing' him out an empty Tub, by way of 
Amusement, to divert him from laying violent 
Hands upon the Ship. This Parable was 
immediately mythologiz'd: The Hhale was 

l04p. Pinkus, Svdft's_ Vision of Evil: A Comparative ~!~:...1.Y of 
A Tub ~Q..9..~ull;ver's Tr~el~, Vols. I & II, (English Literary Studies 
at the University of Victoria, 1975; monograph), I, p. 114. 



interpreted to be Hobbes's Leviathan, which 
tosses and plays with all other Schemes of 
Religion and Government, whereof a great 
many ay'e hollow~ and dry, and empty) and 
noisy, and wooden, and given to Rotation. 
This is the Leviathan from whence the 
terri b 1 e Wits of our Age are sa i d to borrm'l 
their Weapons. The Ship in danger, is 
easily understood to be its old Antitype 
the Commonwealth. B~t5 how to analyse the 
Tub, was a t~atter of difficulty; when after
long Enquiry and Debate, the literal Meaning 
was preserved: And it was decreed, that in 
order to prevent these Leviathans from 
tossing and sporting \'.Jith the Commomvealth, 
(which is itself is too apt to fluctuate) 
they should be diverted from that Game by a 
Tale of A Tub. And my Genius being conceived 
to lye not unhappily that way, I had the 105 
Honor done me to be engaged in the Performance. 

In Sect. ii of the 11e~hanical 9'pet~ation of th.§.. ~pj.!:..it the niln~ator 

speaks of the brain being composed of little animals like "the Picture 

of Hobbes's Leviathan". In his satire S",Jift usually pl~oceeds by 

parody, and the parody in the Tale is primarily of Hobbes' mechanistic 

philosophy, in a style partly reminiscent of Hobbes' vocabulary of 

"stringsll and "wheels", yet without his calm rela~1{ed 'conveyance. The 

narrator has the mind of a Hobbesian with the style of an "enthusiast" 

* who wishes to bring all into the enlightenment. 

lor' • 
°SwHt, I, 24. 

* The narrator is something of an "enthusiast" who wishes to 
inculcate the reader with the "light", a much repeated word in the 
first sections of the Tale, but he is principally a matel~ialist, and 
a Hobbesian as the most renowned of the materialists. 
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The narrator has much in common wHh Bacon and Hobbes~ and 

other materialists, in their drive to transform a multifaceted reality 

into a single ultimate base. For Hobbes man is essentially an animal 

and a machine: his animality makes necessary the relJnguishing of 

his freedom in the authoritarian state and his mechani~tic nature means 

that he can be persuaded or programmed to do so and r'econstr'ucted to 

fit a new pattern of behaviour. Man in Hobbes is first seen as a body, 

a physiological system that acts according to certain scientific laws. 

Hobbes' task is to transform natural man into social man in which 

social man is. governed by political laws corrsponding to the physical 

laws that govern natural man. Just as the physiological system obeys 

natural l~w so social man must obey social law. 8obbe3! goal, then, 

is to make life scientific, to make the person into a governable 

system. On the way to this governable system the person undegoes 

constant dimunition. 

The favourite Hobbesian technique is to trace the origin of an 

ideas usually finding it less glamorous than one would have hoped, and 

then to dismiss it in a clear definition. For example, after tracing 

the origins of imagination, Hobbes concludes that it is nothing but 

decaying sense. He commits what modern philosophy terms genetic fallacy 

by the score. Also, his reasoning, which he defines as the addition 

·or subtraction of pa~ts -- a definition that would please the narrator's 

fondness for number -- is often fallacious. The conclusion does not 

always follow from the premises. Take his definition of religion as 

an illustration: "Seeing there are no signs, nor fruit of religion, 
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but in man only; and consistent in some peculiar quality ... not to b~ 

f d · thO 1·' 't II 106 nun 1n a~y 0 er lVlng crea:ure . The definition completely 

omits the possibility of Christian revelation as a source of manls 

religiosit.Y~ which~ interestingly, the Tale narrator a'iso omits in his 

mechanical explanation. 

For Bacon and Hobbes~ as much for the narrator, there is no~ 

truth that is not reducible to a tidy definition or a well-formed 

aphodsm~ no truth that is not reducible to materialism, IIfor words 

are but the ima~es of matter ll
•
107 Accord'jng to Bacon. log'ic: and 

rhetoric in language are simply lithe rules and directions how to set 

forth and ,di spose of matterll. 1 08 IIRea 1 invention, II says Bacon, 

Pproduces nn addition to matter. not the images of matter; words can 

ampl ify matter only in the l~hetorical sence;',r:II'!09 Bacon strives in 

his prose .style t'J wi"ite nothing but content, nothing but sol id 

,indisputable fact, IIfor it is a rule, that whatsoever science is not 

connected to propositions must pray in aid of similitudes,IIll0 In 

contrast, Swiftls use of multilayered irony relies heavily on similitudes 

(metaphors) and except when speaking through an ironic mask, and then 

l06Hobbes, p. 87. 

107Bacon, as in G. \'Jilliamson, The Senecan Ambl~, (Chicago, 
Faber, 1951), p. 153. 

lti8Bacon, p. 154. 

109 ., Bacon, p. 154. 

110 Bacon, p. 158. 
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only to satirize it, no at all on propositions. The ~obbesian prose 

style, though predicatably akin to Bacon's, since he worked for a time 

as Baconls secretal~Y and translated at least three of his essays from 

Latin to English, i~ smoother and less curt, though as close to Sprat's 

dictum of IImathematical plainness i' as one would darE~ to venture, It 

is a style that consists primarily of nouns and verbs; words tend to 

correspond to things s as Bacon advises. It is a style commendably 

suited for weighing~ measuring, defining, calculating, and it does not 

much matter whether one is defining persons or marbles. 

Irony is a perfect medium for Swift's Christian convictions 

regard<ing the complexity of l~eality and tension as an approximat-ion of 

the truth concerning man. Swift!s multidimensional irony reflects a 

bel-ief in a multidifTlensional reality. No one image, no one character, 

no one Voic~ speaks the whole truth in Swift or presents the full 

picture of reality; but rather, one image, one character, one voice 

must be set against another, tested by juxtaposition with its opposite 

in a narrative abounding in a kalidoscope of images, a museum of 

characters and a boy's playground of voices making it so very different 

from Baconls New Atlantis, a testament of faith in technblogy·s power 

to "Enlarge the ~uman Empire l
', and Hobbes I Leviathan in which truth is 

analysed and broken down into an indissolvable unit of simplicity. 

In Swift there is a fe~ling similar to Cervantes I in Don 

Qui~ote that a complex reality can only be reproduced through a shifting 

irony that emphasizes one side and then another. Ultimately the norm 

in Don;-Quixote is neither Quixote nor Panza for Cervantes' point is 
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that man needs both realism and a touch of fantasy. Sometimes Sancho 

the real fst sounds l"ike bombastic Quixote, part"icularly so If/hen pnr..: 

claiming his desire to be governor of the 'isle: "I feel strong enou~lh 

to govern "it as \~e 11 as any man who ever governed is 1 es in (311 the 

worldH~ll., And Quixote can on occasion sound l'-ke the usually practical 

Panza: 1I0bset~ve, brother Sancho ~ that thi s adventure and others of 

this kind are not adventures of isles but of cross-roads s from which 

nothing is to be gained but a br'oken head and the loss of an ear ll! 12 

Panza, however, does not follow Quixote1s advice and stumbles into 

the Governorship of the Isle where he.ironically learns that his desire 

to eat ali he wants is not allowed by the doctor who warns him of 

poisonillg. Panza bf course recognizes that on most occasions there 

i~ a difference between him and Quixote. Upon falling into a pit, he 

reflects, 11Th ere he saw beautiful and delightful visions, but here I 

truly believe I shall see toads and snakesll~13 Panza is not blind to 

the advantages of Quixote1s gift to trallsform mundane reality into a 

delightful fantasy, and laments the jejune naure of realism:' IIThis, 

though a misadventure for me, would be an adventure to mymasteY' Don 

l11Cervantes, Don Quixote, ed. Cohen, (Middlesex: Penquin, 
1975), p. 79. 

112Cervantes, p. 79; 

1 "13 Cervantes, p. 823. 



Quixote. For he would certainly take these depths and dungeons for 

flowery garden and palaces"!14 

The layers and levels of Swift's irony have received scant 
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attention~ Unfortunately, Swift's work has suffered from a deluge of 

linear interpretations. t·1uch of modern criticism has tended~ for 

example, to equate the narrator of the satires with Swift even in so 

good an article ilS John Traugott'S "A Tale of A Tub" in which the 

narrator's reduction of reality into simplistic unH~~ is taken to be 

Swift's own rather than the focus of hi~ satire.* In a recent Swift 

biography A. L. Rowse views Swift on the evidence of Gulliver's 

behaviour. as a iilonomaniac. Criticism has s of course, moved in the 

opposit(~ direcJcion from wholly "identifying Svlift vlii:h h-is narrators 

,to completely d"ivorcing him from them. Some critics have l'ead the 

Oxford English Dicttonary's defin'ition of irony as the say-ing of one 

thing while meaning another and have therefore deduced that whatever 

the narrator says Swift must mean the opposite. Both views are 

distortions extreme and wrong. A close examination of how the irony 

actually works) and how it originates, is needed to prevent misreading. 

114" .... -~ ". .. 
Cervantes 1 p. 825. 

~John Traugott's itA Tale of A Tub" in Focus, ed. Rawson, 
(London: Sphere Books, 1973L pp. 76-120. --

*The Rowse biography has been reviewed for the Manchester 
'Guardj~ VJeek1y by Paul Russell, Vol. 114, No. 25, 1976, and by Irvin 
Ehrenpreis in the New York Review of Book~, Vol. XXIII~ No. 11, i976. 
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One of the main Swiftian techniques is what Sir Walter Scott 

di scovered: "Sw; ft seems ... to have possessed the facul ty of tl~ansfus i ng 

his own soul into the body of anyone whom he selected; of seeing with 

his eyes, employing every organ of his sense and even becoming master 

of the polt/ers of hi~ judgement ll
:
15 Hilliams, Qu"intana, and Sutherland 

have written footnotes to .Scott IS observati on. yJn 1"i arns says that for 

Swift lIa way of writing is a way of thinking" and that thought is 
11 ,

satirized through the satirization of another's language or terminology. 0 

In other words s Swift's irony pivots on parody. Quintana furthers 

this point to say that most of SwHt's irony derives from II some form 

of ,impersonation. ": 

p. 100. 

p. 3. 

If we understand Swift at all, we recognize that he 
. is seldom addressing us in his own person. It is 
Isaac Bickerstaff who is predicting the death of 
Partridge, a rival astrologer. It is a public
spirit~d citizen, an expert in economic statistics, 
who is modestly proposing that Irish babies by 
raised and sold for meat. It is an enthusiastic 
advocate of everything strictly modern and up-to
date who is holding forth in the Tale of A Tub. 
And it is Lemuel Gulliver, typica--' sea-golng--
Englishman, who is giving us his sociological 
observations on the curious societies he has en
countered in his travels. The essence of irony, 

r which is double vision and double speaking, is that 
it places in opposition wholly different aspects of 
our experience and maintains a high tension between 
these. "117 

115Scott, as in Denis" Donoghue, Jonathan Swift, (Penquin, 1971), 

116Wi11iams," Jonathan Swift, (London, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 

117 Qu i ntana ed., Gulli ver I s_ Tra ve 1 s ~ Other HrH i n9.s_ !2Y_ 
Jonathan ~ltJift, (New Yor'k, Random House, 1958), p. xiii-xiv. 
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Suther1and formulates the proposition that Svrift uses a kind of 

. <. t b ',. h th . th b h' . . ht 118 -,' I"' . JUJ 1 SU Y wnle e enemy 1 s rOvm y 1 sown Vlel g. ~wr"t does 

not merely criticize some evil he wants removed, he becomes it in 

order to exorcize it; he does not merely censure a one-eyed rationalist 

or.a virtuoso materialist. he embodies them. In an age when Devils 

pose as ange-Is. angels must at t'imes disguise themselves as devils. 

In a sermon Q!!. False Hitness SI-'Jift, quoting Christ, urges Christians 

lito be wise as Serpents, as well as innocent as Doves,II1l9 At any 

rate ~ Swi ft was qui te aware of hi s techn-i que as can be shown by the 

hints he gives on how to interpret the Tale: lithe Author begins in 

a way ver_'>.' frequent v.Jith him, by personating other WRiters." 120 

Swift's art is the art of the ventriloquist who can speak in 

many d -j fferent tongues; he is also a keeper of hobby-horses ina woy'l dIS 

fair. Swift has the speakey' or narrator of his sat-ire hop on the 

hobby-horse of his choice and ride him into the ground. But one is 

quite wrong to see the narrator as completely wrong in his outlook; 

even the blind in Swift tell us something about sight. The economic 

projector of the proposal may outline an extreme solution, a simplistic 

solution to a complex problem but he does at least point to the gravity 

of the situation. Nearsighted, singlesighted Swift's narrators most 

118James Sutherland, EngJish_ .5a1.ire, (London~ Cambridge 
University Press, 1967), p. 90. 

119Sw1'ft, IX 185 , . 
120S Oft V-ll _ , I, 18. 
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certa.inly are) but they do speak part of the truth some of the time. 

Where they go wrong is in mistaking their partial vision for a whole 

vision, and are therefOl~e duped hy their own enthusiasm. Pope 3 a wise 

reader of Swift, saw immediately the folly of Gu'lliver trying to 

imitate horses at the expense of his own family. In a delightful poem 

entitled 1I~1ary Gulliver to Captain Lemuel Gulliver ll Pope pokes fun at 

the whole ridiculous idea of a man choosing to sleep with a horse 

rather than his wife. The poem is masterful in its complete grasp 

of what Swift was doing in his most controversial writing~ Book iv and 

for that.reason merits quoting at some length: 

Welcome, thrice welcome to they native Place! . 
-~ What, touch me not? \'ihat, shun a \:lifels Embrace? 
•••.•• G,. ..................... e ••• G.oCfi,e."~I.Ct,. ••••• I:.Ilt.C 

Hear and relent! hark, how thy Children moan; 
Be kind at least to these, they are thy own: 
••••••••••••••• • •••••• 11 •• 11 •••••••••• >1111 .............. . 

Thy Christian Seed, our mutual Flesch and Bone: 
Be kind at least to these, they are thy own . 
................................ e •••• ""' ••• " ••••• e0." 

What mean those Visits to the Sorrel Mare? 
Say, by what Hitchcraft, or vlhat Daemon led, 
Preferr'st thou Litter to the Marriage Bed? 
• It .................................................. ., • 

Some say the Devil himself isin that Mare; 
If s6, our Dean shall drive him forth by Praylr. 
Some think you mad, some think you are possest 
........................................... " ••• " ••••• iii 

Nay, wou'd kind Jove my Organs so dispose, 
To hymn harmonious Houyhnhnm thro' the Nose, 
lid call Thy Houyhnhnm, that high sounding Name, 
Thy Childrenls Noses all should twang the same. 
So might I find my loving Spouse of course, 
Enduld with all the Virtues of a Horse. 121 

121 pope , as in Greenberg, pp. 603-605. 
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. But even silly Gulliver can at times be quite perceptive. Though 

somewhat out of character, Gulliver is quite sound in seeing the folly 

of the Lagado projectors pursuing barren tasks and in not envying 

the Strulbruggs.* The historian of the Tale also at times speaks a 

partial truth. As a statement of the way we perceive reality, his 

remarks are reasonably accurate: 

How fade and insipid do all Objects accost us 
that are not conveyJd in the Vehicle of 
Delusion? How shrunk is every Thing, as it 
appears in the Glass of Nature? SOs that if 
it were not for the Assistance of Artificial 
Mediums, false Lights, refracted Angles, 
Varnish and Tinsel; there would be a mighty 
Level in the Felicity and Enjoyments of 
Marta 1 !·~en. 122 

We do see through false lights, refracted angles, varnish and tinsel, 

but because we are not capable of living in absolute clarity does not 

mean that we cannot reduce the darkness. 

. . *There are certain cracks and corners of the narrative satires 
when Swift seems to be speaking directly to the reader, briefly, before 
hiding behind the mask again. Gulliver's criticism of the Lagado 
professors seems out of character, as a middleclass Englishman nourished 
on science and rationality in school, he ought to have approved of 
this Royal-society like society. That he does not indicates to me that 
Swift is doing the talking. The outraged indignation lurking behind the 
cool mathematically plain style of the projector in A Modest ProQQsa'j 
also hints of an outraged Swift lurking behind the mask. The Tale's 
historian periodically complimenting Martin over Peter and Jack seems 
too sensible for his usual behaviour. It seems fair to say that there 
are times when the mask drops and Swift speaks personally in the satires. 
However, the shifting narrator is defensible on artistic grounds, for 
in making his narrators anthropological recorders of fact and historians 
he is at liberty to alter the perspective of the narrator as new 
evidence surfaces. 

122Svlift, I, 109. 
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Swift's narrators think in absolute terms, in either/or terms. 

For' the Tale ld stod an ei the'r~ clothes Qt' wi no or sometirl ny E: 1 se will 

encapsule the ultimate irreducible level that undergirds the super

structure. For Gulliver eith~r European culture must be the world's 

finest or it must be despicable. Either man is a Yahoo or a Houyhnhnmt 

either man is completely rational or completely irrational. Ironically, 

Gulliver regards the rest of mankind as irrational and himself as 

potentially rational. In contrast to his "either/or" nar-rators, Swift 

thinks in terms of balance~ of both/and, of an "agile shifting of 

weightsil~ to effect tension as an approximation of truth. 

Absolute truth does not exist for Swift~ except in Heaven. 

nAnd if Truth be not fled with Astraea, She is certainly as hidden as 

the SOUl~ce of Nile~ a.nd can be found only -in Utopia,II123 It is worth 

noting here that the word Utopia means nowhere, no place. Truth in 

Swift can only be approximated by fidelity~ as in Pascal, to opposing 

* Swift sympathizes even with his enemies. The Lagado professors, 
for example, .are pitied more than scorned, There is something sad 
about a sci entifi c soci ety that fears the -immi nent destruct; on of its 
world and can find no solace in its philosophy, 

123S 'ft I 248 M'l"'" th A 'i' • \,11 ,,' 1 Lon 1 n e eropa..9.J_': 1 <;:a says 
something similar. Truth has been like God Orrsis "hewed into a 
thousand pieces, and scattered to the four winds", as in VJithe\~spoon I s 
~~venteent~ f~ntu.!1 f.'Cose and poetry ~ (New York: Harcourt, By'uce & 
World, Inc., -1963), P., 411. 
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sides in ~Ihich one aims for a balance through a shiftiqg m,ultilayered 

irony. The middle way, however, is not static~ but i~ achiev2d through 

an lIagile shifting of weights" bt~ought about in Swift's satire by 

the interplay of conflicting ironic elements and stances. In inter-

preting Swiftls narrators one must read them with scepticism: some

times they are totally wrongs sometimes partially misguided and some-

times totally correct. In Sect. xi of the Tal~, for example~ the 

speaker makes the point that "it is the Natur(~ of Rags, to bear a 

k'ind of mock-resemblance to Finery. 11124, As 'is made clear in the Tale 

Jack and, Peter at the opposite end of the spectt'um have more in common 

withea-chlot'her as fanaticks and extremists than they have with a 

fairly well-balanced Martin. Opposites unite at some indistinguishable 

point, and Swift is not to be found at either extreme but somewhere 

in the fluctuating middle. 

The narrators tilt the balance in one direction or another 

and the reader must redress the balance. The narrator in A Modest 

Proposal, for example, outlines a simple economic solution to a problem 

that is more than economical. The problem of a starving Irish populace 

reduced to pegging and prostitution, was a social problem, a political 

problem and a reoligious problem in addition to being an economic problem. 

On the level of sheer economics the projector's proposal is sound 

enough: in order that all ~o not starve, he suggests that young 

children be sold to the rich so that the older children and parents 

can survive. His solution is probabiy superior to letting the people 

--'----------------------------------------------
124Sv-tift, I, 128. 
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die from malnutrition and has the advantage of being systematic 

solution to begging, auortion and prost"itut-ion, but the minute @e 

ponders the reality of boiled human flesh as opposed to boiled fish, 

the solution on a human level is horrifying. The error of the pro-

rjector's Itlay~ therefore, rests on his bl~ing'irlg to bear on a multi" 

t dimensional problem a one-dimensional solution. 

One result of Swift's irony is to arrive at a Christian 

position .of.man's necessary humility in the face of a very complicated 

reality. There is the caution that one should not follow the narrators, 

enthusiasts for modernism, who embody the reductionist stances, poses 

and persorlalities of the age, into attempting to redllCe a multiple 

phenomena -into a single phenomenon. Kathleen ~vn1"iams in the conclusion 

offers a similar interpretation to the one I have forwarded: 

The single truth can b~ neither grasped in 
thought nor embodied in words; singleness 
and simplicity now only exist in the false 
abstractions of modern thinking. But a 
modest approximation to the truth, a modest 
certainty, can be achieved and expressed by 
that strenuous and agile effort which issues 
in the serious Augustan wit. Positive truth 
is now best presented by implication, through 
the development of negative materials ... He 
see that the attack is also a defense, that 
tools of destruction are being employed for 
a positive and constructive purpose. The 
inventiveness and resourcefulness of his 
satiric ~ethod is seen as arising directly 
out of the necessities of his mind and his age; 
the changing complications of his irony are 



the necessary expression of an unt-iring devotion 
to the few certainties that life affords ... 
Bal~nce in the state or in the individual mind 
co~ld bel~5Pt only by an agile shifting of 
we-, ghts. 
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There is a strong warning in Swift not to follow Bacon and Hobbes or 

any philosopher with a materialist ba.se by probing fm~ an ultimate 

, irreducible level of reality, but to explore reality in its many 

facets. Swift1s irony leads to a fragile balance that can be upset 

by 1 ecu,-i ng too far in one way or another. It embod i es the Chri st i an 

concept of t~ea 1 ity as expressed by Pascal: the bel i ef that rea l"it,Y 

can be both one thing and another, and does not have to be either one 

thing m~ tmother ... The irony ~s also a useful too-! for Chr'istian 

purpose in that it reduces pride in our thinking that reality can be 

simplified to a formula. There is still mystery in Swift; nothing is 

fully explained or accounted for. The historianls drive to find the 

ultimate level of reality ends in absurdity. There is still room foY' 

faUh in Swift: reason has definite 1 imits and cannot penetrate very 

far beneath the surface of things as Gulliver gives proof of. One 

comes away from Swift with the feeling that Socrates was probably right 

that true wisdom lies in the recognition of our ignorance. 

l25K• Williams, p. 211. 



CHAPTER III 

CHRISTIANITY AND THE ATTACK ON MODERNITY 

In our first chapter we saw how the concept of original sin 

formed the foundation of Swift's theological position. I should like 

to suggest in this chapter that the concept of original sin forms the 

foundation of his major satires. In addition to examining the 

Christian assumptions of Swift's satires~ we shall look at the further 

use, begun in Chapter II, of the narrators as the embodiment of 

modernity and the '\'1a_ys in which their position is ironica'!'!y ,:;ub~'erted 

by the thrust of SItJift's Chr~istian satire. 

Swift's friends recognized the Christian framework of the 

satires; the Christian values they upheld and the enemies of Chris-

tianity they sought to demolish. On receiving vJOrd that Swift had 

nearly finished Gulliver's Travels Viscount ~olingbroke writes to 

Swift: "I long to see yr travel,S, for take it as you \'Jill I do not 

retract what I said, and will undertake to find) in two pages of yr. 

Bagatelles, more good sense, useful knowledg, and true Religion, than 

you can shew me in the works of nineteen in twenty of the pl~ofound 
. 126 

Divines and Philosophers of the age. II One of Swift's own sermons 

is an excellent guide to the meaning of the Travels: 

126Bolingbroke, The Correspondence, of Jonathan, S~;ft, II, p. 416. 
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The Holy Scripture is full of expressions to set forth 
the m"iserable condition of man dur"ing the whole Pi'O'
gress of his life; his weakness, pride) and v~nity, 
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his unmeasurable desires, and perpetual disappointments; 
the prevalency of his passions l and the corruptions 
of his reason, his deluding hopes, and his real, as 
well as imaginary, fears ... his cares and anxieties, 
the diseases of his body, and the diseases of his 
mind ... And the wise men of all ~ges haVR made the 
same reflections. 127 

The best guide to Swift's satires is Genesis' theme that all is fallen 

and the reinforcement of the same theme in Ecclesiastes that all is 

vanity. Appropriate supplementary reading is provided by Boethius' 

The Consola1ion of. Philosophy which i"lluminates a common not"ion "in 

medieval ~hristian writing that those who put themselves orr the, 'Iwhe~l 

of fortul1-9" ar'e subject to its rise and fall. The ~ind in A Tale of _ .. _ ... _---

A Tu~ believes that it has exhausted "all that Human imaginat"ion cC.n 

Rise or Fall to" flo\'/S up into rhapsodies of faith in its c.:bi"lity 

to solve the world's riddles and falls down into the humble realization 

that "too intense a Contemplation is not the Business of Flesh and 

Blood.,,128 Gulliver moves from a society to where he is everything, 

Lilliput, to a society where he is nothing~ Brobdingnag. He expects 

td find that longevity is a blessing with the Strulbruggs and learns 

that it is a bore. He expects marvels from the clever Laputans and 

is disappointed to see a society in shambles. Gulliver's imaginat-ion 

; throughout the travels rises to high expectation and falls to low 

. realization that thi~gs are much less grand than one had expected. 

--------------------,-------------
177 C', • ft --'r/ 1 . , IX) 190. 

12f.ls\vift, I, 189. 
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Another useful guide to the meaning of Swift's work is Saint 

Augustin~s writing. The Augustinian emphasis on man's natural 

depravity and original sin, brought back into Europe so powerfully 

by Calvin, forms the framework~ the assumption and majOl~ pl~emise of 

Swift's satiric scaffold. There is an Augustinian strain runnirig 

through the Tale and Gulliver so pervasive that one could justly 

argue that both works are studies of religious alienation; man cut 

off from the II shade and she1ter ll
, IIsv.Jeetness and light" of ancicmt 

wisdom and Christianity as an essential part of the ancient heritage. 

In essence ~ August; ni ani sm affi rms strong"ly the 
fact of original sin ... To be alienated from God 
results in the human tendency toward self-asse 
rtion in contradiction to the will and plan of 
God. Man is thel~efor"e help"less to IIsave ll him
self, since his will is perverted at the very 
root. 129 

Pinkus underlines the same point "in Swift~_~ V"i.sion of Evil: '~The 

point of Swift's satire is to present man isolated from his God, in 

the fly-blown consequence of his depravity, empty babbling or in 

sinister pursuit of the wrong things. 1I130 

What was happening in Swift's time, of Itlhieh he was very much 

aware, was that man had begun to relegate religion to a minor p]acein 

his hierarchy of values. With the deification of nature by Shaftesbury 

129D 1" G II At·" dE'" II Dna d reene, . ugus -,mamsm an mplr1C1Sm Eighteenth 
Century Studies, Vol. I, 1967-68, p. 67. 

130Pinkus, "Sin and Satire in Swift ll
, Bucknell Review, 13, 

1965, p. 195. 
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and the Desits, the assertion of man's rationality, there was really 

no need f?~ religion.* Tolard and other Deists denied original sin, 

as did Locke's Reasonablene~2. of Chr'L~_tjanity and a host of other 

marginally Christian writers who were de-emphasizing it. John Wesley, 

whatever his Chruch differences with Swift, shared with Swift a concern 

for the rising -influence of free-th-inking in the century. \~esley 

complains 'in sermon xxxviii, "Original Sin" that "not a few persons 

of strong understanding, as well as extensive learning, have employed 

their utmost abilities to show, what they termed, lithe fail~ side of 

human nature in Adam's posterity. So that, Hesley continues, it "is 

now quite unfashionable to say.anything to the disparagement of . . 

human nature; which 'is generally o.no\l/ed~ nohvithstanding a few 

infirmities, to be very innocent, and wise, and virtuous. II 

But how much more knowing than these old pagans 
are the present generation of Christians! How 
many laboured panegyrics do we now read and 
hear on the dignity of human nature ... r cannot 
see that we have much need of Christianity. 
Nay, not at all, for "they that are whole have 
no need for a phys; ci an! " ... Nor can Chi~i sti an 
philosophy, whatever be thought of the pagan, 
be more properly defined than in Plato's words: 
lithe only true method of healing a distempered 
soul; But what need of this if we are in perfect 
health. 131 

Swift's satires show that we are sicker than we think, more corrupted 

than we think and in urgent need of nourishment from religion. Not 

* Willey in Jhe Ei]b~een~ Century Backqround credits science 
with the div"inizCl.tion of nature, "rescued from Satan and restored to 
God", p. 12. 

13\lesley, in Hedel's "On the Philosophical Backg}~ound of 
Gulliver's Travel". p. 90. 
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. accidentally when Wesl ey points to the deep nature of the century's 

sickness, he quotes profusely from Gulliver's Travels focusing on 

Book iv, which he says -is written by "a late eminent hand" and 'leaves 

no doubt in the readerls mind that Swift's view of man is a great deal 

more realistic and much more in the central Christian tradition than 

the optimistic theories that were gaining ground. 

Wedel notes that I'human nature was being absolved of corruption. 

The ancient Christian faith, in the words of Pascal, had rested on 

but two things, the corruption of nature and redemption by Jesus 

Christ. Half at least of Pascal's formula is seldom spoken of after 

1700,11132 'Svlift, like l<lesley, is one of the few Christia:J writet'S 

to defend co~sistently the concept of original sin. His correspondence 

yields numel"OUS hints that Swift maintained the val-idity of the concept 

against the optimism of friends like Pope and Bolingbroke. Pope 

propo~ed to him that he \'1ished to refute La Rochefoucauld I s technique 

of dissolving virtues in vices by the reverse procedure of dissolving 

vices in virtues. Swift follows the technique of Rochefoucauld that 

was later articulated by Nietzsche: "It is to break down all the 

concepts and qualities in which mankind takes pride and pleasure into 

a few simple qualities in which no one takes pride or pleasure and to 

see in the latter- the origin of the former." 133 If there is no 

132Wedel, p. 88-89. 

133Nietzsche, as in Introduction by R.J. Hollingdale, Thus ~ok~. 
Zay~athustra., (Penquin, 1969), p. 12. 
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original sin, if man's nature is not fallen, then, obviously, the 

concept of\< the redemption has vet'y little significance. l'Jhat is the 

point of rede~TIing that which has no need of redemption? 

Significantly when Swift comes to treat of Christianity 

directly i,n the satires in ~9~j_nst ~,~olJshing Christi~I!jtl he assLimes 

the voice of a nominal Christian, a Christian in name only, who sets 

forth some of the climate of the age concerning the place of Christian-

nity in men's lives, - The narrator' ironically defends what does not 

exist, He admits that what he defends is not real Christianity because 

that "would be to dig up Foundations; to destroy at one Blow all the 

Wit, and half the Learning of the Kingdom; to break the entire Frame 

and Constitution of Things; to ruin Trade, extinguish Arts and 

Sciences with the Professors of them," He says that he does not lIye t 

see the absolute Necessity of extirpating the Christian Religion from 

among us".with the utmost Deference to that great and profound 

~1ajority, \A/hich is of the other Sentiment. ,,134 He recognizes that 

the majority do want to get rid of Christianity, but he does not see 

the necessity of it because it never existed in England anyway~ wits 

love to revile a God, nobody believes it anyway, inconvenient to 

dispose of~ free-thinkers need forbidden fruit, it is IIdifficu"lt to 

get rid of a Phrase, \'lhich the Horld is once grown fond of," and 

other assorted reasons. In essence, the narrator defends Christianity 

as one would imagine a Shaftesbury or a Locke or a Tolard would defend 

134Sh/l'~,t, ,'n Qu,'ntana's Gull,'ver's T 1 dOth W "t' • rave s ~~ __ ~ ...I2.~2., 
p. 438. 
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it, purely for practical reasons. It costs more trouble to remove it 

than it does to keep it; and as long as it is diluted sufficiently it 
~. 

will provide no strong opposition to the life of good-natured people 

rationally pursuing the enlargement of the h~man empire. 

Swiftls affirmation of Christianity as the on'ly realistic, 

practical and worthy philosophy and way of life comes through his 

denial of opposing philosophies and ways of life. Swift1s satires 

demonstrate failure, failure of the modern mind, separated from the 

tempering influence of tradition and the toughening influence of 

Christian experience, to be self-sufficient. The narrators, as 

'representatives of modernity reduce life to one thing after another, 
\ 

·but offer nothing that can be used in the conduct of a life. The 

Rconorni st of The J':1ode?l. P....roposa 1 reduces the wor-' d and human bei ngs 

to the law of profit or loss. The good is that which is profitable; 

the bad is that which brings financial loss. Given such an assumption, 

it is reasonable, ever modest, to propose selling poor infants to 

be eaten by the wealthy. Man can conceptualize anything, as the Jale 

makes abundantly clear, but finding thoughts that can be lived provides 

him with an insurmountable problem. Narrator Gulliver, patriotic 

knight of rationality, pursues the idols of his century; but, ironically 

when he finds real rationality it belongs to horses and it irrationally 

launches his isolation from his family. 

By becoming modernity in the form of the economist, the 

mechanist, the rationalist, Swift demonstrates the collapse of modernity. 

The rationality of Descartes, Locke, and the Deists propounded as man's 
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chief characteristic is a sham. Hobbesian mechanics is in shambles; 

the whe~ls go round, but their is only the spinnings only spokes 

without a hub. A 11 the sacred i do 1 s of the century 1 i e strewn over a 

scortched landscape. There is no progression in Swift's satires~ 

only regression. Gulliver thinks he has found Utopia in Struldbrugg 

society and \'lishes to pass his life "here in the Conversation of 
13r; 

those superior Beings the Struldbruggs." v But the Struldbruggs 

decay and are miserable in their i.mmortality, "envy and impotent 

Desires, are their prevailing Passions. 11 Gulliver's other cherished 

idol, the Houyhnhnms~ are horses and~ therefore 9 represent a Utopia 

unattainable for men. Like VoltRirels fandide in which tbe p~fi"'adisal 

Eldorado is surrounded by unsca1able rocks or like Johnson's Rasselas 

in wh'jch the Edenic Happy Valley, once left cannot be returned to, 

Swift has pushed Utripia out of reach. 

Modernity does not work in Swift. Swift's work contrasts 

sharply with arch-modernist, arch-capitalist~ whig and dissenter, 

Daniel Defoe. Defoe in Robinson Crusoe has created the prototype of 

capitalism and the precursor of self-sufficient, industrious, progressive, 

technological man. Religion recedes further and further in Defoe as 

economics becomes the centre of.Crusoe's life. Prayers and Bible 

readings become less frequent in the novel as Crusoe spends more time 

tending his garden and building up his island empire after the 

135Swift, II, 192. 
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Baconian fashion. Crusoe recognizes the conflict between time spent 

in producti've activity and time spent worshipping God, and devotes 

more time to economics than to religion, though not without periodic 

conscience pangs. The conscience is pacified, however, by Crusoe's 

rationalization that economics and religion al'e compatible after all. 

Defoe's articles in The Review read like philosophic justification 

for his artistic exploration in Crusoe. Defoe recalls that Genesis, 

in his interpretation, sanctions exploitation of the earth, hence 

Crusoe only does what any other Christian ought to do. Economics is 

deified in Defoe, sanctioned by the Divine, it becomes the symbol of 

God!s blE:;ssing on man. Hhen Crusoe se~s rds Cl'OpS grm'Jing) he 

believes {hat ;God's providence has bestowed its bount.y or; ;lil11. 

Economic gY'owth proves re1 igious merit. 

Middle-class Gulliver makes an interesting foil to that other 

middle-class knight, Robinson Crusoe. Which is the representative 

Englishman, which the real" European? Crusoe lands on an uninhabited 

island and through ingenuity in a few days has a boat, a yacht, and a 

summer cndser along vlith a houses a servant, and a garden. If we 

look through Defoe's lens, we will see the economic nature of man in 

story form under" the Divine sanction of Genesis, which, Defoe tells 

us, urges us to exploit the earth for our gain; our being able to do 

so indicates God's wish that we continue to do so. Defoe~ however, 

forgets the other part of Genesis that the exploitation of the earth 

was to be fm' the 910ry of God, not the glory of man. If we look through 

Swiftian lens, we will see conspicuous consumption deified and man's 
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greed~ selfishness and self-love responsible for economic miracle. If 

h'e look again through a S\'{iftian lens, we will see 'an author deluded 

into thinking that he has constructed a monument to God, while really 

constructing an~idol of his own likeness. Swift9 then, would probably 

agree with Defoe that Crusoe is a representative En~lishman~ doing 

what any other Englishman would do, but would interpret the significance 

of the stor'y differently. 

Gulliver starts off like Crusoe, has that same eye for detail 

and the same pride in his homeland, but he ends like Friday, infatuated 

with a false idol. At first Gulliver is aghast that the King of 

Brobdingnag cannot fathom the wonders of European culture: its 

navigational skills, its use of gunpowder, its sophisticated politics. 

But gullible Gulliver most unreasonably tries to imitate the rational 

horses and learns to despise his own culture, and his own family whose 

smell he cannot bear. Like Timon, once a lover of mankind, Gulliver 

turns misanthrope and retreats into a cave-like existence preferring 

dreams of the Houyhnhnms to reality with his family. 

The end result of Gulliver1s Travels is to illuminate the 

helpless condition of man. Robinson Crusoe glorifies manls self-

sufficiency; Gulliver mocks it. It man is self-sufficient he is lost~ 

for his self-sufficiency clearly is not enough for survival. The 

human condition, as it is laid out in Gulliver, shows a weak physical 

creatLwe, 'tleaker than most other animal s, a fidgety nature never 

satisfied with what he has, a frail reason always at the mercy of 
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passions even when passionately pursuing the false id61 of rationality. 

Defoe tell~us that we Cdn get on by ourselves. Swift says if that 

is the cas~ we are doomed. 

What is man? A producer and a consumer in Defoe. That is 

what he is and what he ought to be. In Swif~ he is mRny things. He 

is a material body, asin Lilliput, that must be fed, housed~ toileted t 

and cleaned. He is a commodHy~ a freak in a cap"ital"ist circus, as 

in Brobdingnag~ a tradeable item controlled by the law of scarcity 

and demand. Hhen he ·is in demand, as in Brobdingnag, he is a thing 

to be sold, bargained for, bartered off. When not in demand,. he is 

caged and put on display. But if that is what man is in the first 

two books of the Tr~'yels, that is not what he ought to be in Swift.. 

S\trlftls satires are not works of nihilism. They may dra\"I up 

a topography of hell, but they point to the way out. The underworld 

o~ modernity is not without its Christian signposts. Glumdalclitch 

does not betray .Gull iver to the circus O\'Iners; she cares for him with

out hope of personal gain or advancement. Partly of course Gulliver 

is a novelty to her, but she does treat him with courtesy and respect. 

Lord Munodi encapsules simplicity and a virtuous life based on the 

land and the ancient values to the scorn of the Lagado zealots. Don 

Pedro, the Portuguese sea-captain who picks Gulliver up after his 

attempted suicide, goes the second mile for Gulliver and t~rns his 

cheek to Gulliver's absurd antics. These benevolent figures of 

§~Jliverls Travels miJ.y not be overtly Christian but they do have 

values that we have long associated with the precepts of Christianity. 
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And s though the narrator' prefers the IIfl ashi er ll nature of Petet-- and 

Jack~ most ,readers recognize Martin's modernation and capacity to 

forgive his brothers' wrongs as Christian. 

However, the positive aspects of Swift's satires are not so 

much expressed though positive characterization, as they are through 

the demolition of false goals and idols. It is not the job of satire 

to set up ideals, only to show us what exists. Swift!s satire attempts 

lito cleanse the windows of perception ll and IIcleanse the mind against 

sentimental impurities ll -!, Svlift's satires do not encompass Heavens 

but by landscaping hell', they tell us about earth. Irony, says 

Kierkegaar~!, lIis like the negative vra.y~ not the truth but the way":36 

-Satil"e~ c.nd irony as the major vehicie of Swift's satire, is 1I0t the 

truth, but "it points the way to the tt~uth. Chris't-ianHy is not 

, positively asserted the way it would be in one of Swift's sermons~ 

but it is confirmed negatively as the only way out of the haze of 

modernity. t~elvyn New in .a fine article IISte'rne and Swift: Sermons 

and Satire ll clarifies my point that Swift's satires affirm the 

Christian norm by illustrating the unworkability of the alternatives: 

.•• acknowledgement of the limitations of m~n 
necessarily implies a dependence on the 
authority of the Church, so in all other 
realms of conduct authority of some kind is 
indicated. A rigid codification of that 
authority -- whether it be ecclesiastical, 
critical, or political -- is rarely attempted, 
the authority more often than not revealing 
itself by its expressed sensitivity to 

136Kierkegaard, The CQnceot of Irony, (Bloomington: Indiana 
Un.; vers i ty P}'ess, 1971), -P; Jl}O. - _ 

*Blake's phrase, in Price, p. 135. A phrase quoted by 
~~i11iams, p. 69. 



deviation from its spirit rather than by a 
crystallization of its law ... The authOl~ity 
or ncrm, in other words, is not so much 
abstractly defined as it is pragmatically 
revealed or exposed; in each sphere of 
human activity it emerges, characteristically 
from the satiric ~onsideration of deviations. i37 

Swift brings man to th~ point of absolute need. of a. realistic 

evaluation of what he can do and what is beyond his scope. 
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The religious nature of Swift's satire is being more and more 

achnowledged. ,Pinkus, for example, writes, "His satit~e seems to have 

almost a religious purpose. He presents a satiric vision of an 

irrational world, a vision that becomes his pr'elude to v.n act of 

faith"~38 1Clearly man of his o~m volition vlill sink -fUi't~"i::~r' "into 

self-deception, grow in arrogance and move further away from sense 

and charity. The analytic calculator of the Tale pretends to know 

everything', but he does not know anything. If the nalAra.tor V·!2l-e 

posed the questions of Job., he would answer every question in the 

affirma.tive: 

p. 21l. 

Have you been to the spring in the depths of the sea? 
Have you walked on the floor of the ocean? 
Do you have any idea how big the world is? 

Do you know where the light comes from, 
or what the source of darkness if? 
Can you show them how far to go, 
or send them back again? 

137 New, "Sterne and Swift: Sermons and Satire", 

138Pinkus, IISin and Satire in Swift II , p. 189. 

t~LQ , 30, 1969) 



Have you been to where the sum comes up; 
or the place from which the east wind blows? 

Can you guide the stars, season by season, 
and direct the Big and the little Dipper? 
Do you knw the laws that govern the skies, 
can you make them apply to the earth? 

Job 38: 16-33 (Todayls English 
Vers-ion, Arnellcan Bible 
Society, 1971). 

As moder-nity I s most gifted and most recent spokesman, an mystery 

'is expl-icable. 

Here it is worth drawing a paralell between Swiftian irony 

and Socratic irony. Socratic irony works by exploding conventional 

definitions of thinqs and callinCJ for the necessity of redefinition. , ~ ... 

Socrates asks a clever man to define justice for example. The man 

proceeds to get more and mOl~e tangled :up and has to confess that his 

definition is incortect. Through the demonstration of a series of 

definition failures, Socrates hints at a solution, though seldom 

comes out and gives it. Martin Price rightlY states that Swiftian 

satire concerns redefinition~39 A Tale of A Tub and Gulliver's 

Travels elucidate the human condition and pose a series of definitions 

of what it is to be truly human. Essentially Swift sets forth non-

definitions and leaves it to the reader, by recognition of the various 

caricatures of man, and the opposing norms, to formulate his own 

definition. We see the impossibility of emulating the life of pure 

139M. Pri ce, Swift ~_ Rhetori ca 1 Art: A Study' in, Structure ?-nd 
~e~ning) (Carbondale: Southern Ill-inois University Pre.ss, 1953). 
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animality or the life of pure reason in Gulliver. Man has too much 

reason to be a Yahoo and too much emotion to be a Houyhnhnm. In A 

Tale of A Tu~ the narrator enlightens us about mechalrics~ ho\'l th·ings 

work~ and th~ir funCtion, but these are only non-definitons. He tells 

us what a man does, but not what he is. The implied salution to the 

extravagant wanderings of the Faustian mind is humility before a world 

that man ~ust live in, but will never fully understand. Again we are 

left with unworkable definitions, and forced to redefine in the light 

of Swift's signposts to sanity, in the light of man's original sin and 

his divinG potentialHy. Swift maintains the tension of the Christian 

position; that we are neither so low as a Yahoo nor so high as a 

Houyhnhnm, neither so despairing as some the Iale!~ narrator's moods, 

nor so confident as other of his moods. 

In A Tale of A Tub the Faustian mind is anatomized in the 

process of it anatomizing everything else. Swift ironically controls 

the mind, just when it is ~t the point of a final answer to the world's 

riddles, to pull up short. At the point of final and complete know-

ledge there are holes in the manuscript, or parts lost, or parts 

mutilated signified by "--------" or "****·**·H*". The mind itself 

believes that ii has laid bare the workings of the universe, but has 

only laid bare its own restless nature and incomplete knowledge. The 

narrator, which I consider the Faustian mind on display, tries to dig 

beneath the surface, but he is condemned to tinsel .. and varnish. When 

he does manage to get beneath the surface of things, it is only to 
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discover that I!the Defects encrease upon us in Number and Bulk"~40 

The Beau, pretty on the outside, stripped of her clothes is found to 

be ugly. The flayed body of the woman is not nearly so appealing on 

the inside as on the outside. From this evidence the narrator concludes 

'!that Wisdom Hhich convel~ses about the Surface" is superior to that 

"vl hich entet~S into the Depth of Things," but acknow<iedgement of this 

never prevents Iyim from digging beneath into the "vJomb of Things". 

The imagery in the Tale is, as Pinkus notes, heav"ily mechanical, 

ancl~ to a lesser degree, bestial, but all imagery eventual"ly leads to 

nothingness. The T~~ properly ends on the note that the narrator's 

<latest proj(~ct, as the Illast Writer II and the Hfr"eshest Hodei~nH "in a. 

series of almost unlimited projects, is to write about nothing. The 

Batt]€! of. the Books ends as nothing in the form of *******, And the 

DiscouY'se reduces everything to mechanics, spokes without hubs. The 

overall impact of the Tale is absolute nothingness; the narrator has 

led us into nihilism. There is a voice but it does not seem to be 

located anywhere. It speaks according to the,latest fad, things that 

are true the minute he is writing. There are words in abundance but 

they do not seem to be grounded anywhere in a coherent structure or 

tradition. Theie are moods in evidence and tactics and shapes, but 

no suppOi~ting body. Limbs of words reach out to the length and 

breadth of the universe with no supporting base, no foundations edifice 

140Swift, I, 110. 
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built in the air. A voice without location, words withoutconnectioh 

or coherence, a tub th~t is filled to the brimful is paradoxically 

empty. 

In th~Tale Swift has demonstrated the dead-end nature of 

frcc-tlri nki ng as the cere of the modenl age .. On Gru!> str'c:::t you can. 

think anything and one thought is as valid or as meaningless as 

another, for there are no values, no standards, no reference point by 

which to compare them. There is no more effective critique of free-

thinking, and hence of modernity, in Swift's corpus than the Tale. 

For Swift, free-thinkin95 and modernity that encourages it, leads 

nowhere and is based on nothing, On one level the I9..lf~ is a h"!::,tOlny 

or history, venting one historica-! 2ta after anotheln and explorin:c) 

~the underneath current~ that make history flo",:. l'~ore specifically) 

it is a h'istory of Christianity from its primitive orig-jns to ti)(~ 

Protestant rupture paralleled with changes in fashion: shoulder-knots 

to gold lace to satin to silver fringe to hidden figures. On another 

level it is a philosophy of historical causes~ look-ing at one possible 

motive force of history after another, a history of theories about 

the origins of man and his world. On yet another level, the Tale is , --
a psychology of the modern mind~ for the mind is ultimately the motive 

force of the narrative and the world; a psychological study of a mind 

adrift in the universe, thinking all things imaginable~ floating above 

the abyss, in and out of chaos, calculating, conceptualizing, theorizing, 

analysing, grasping t clinging; a mind that can entertain any and all 
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possibilities but can live with none, a mind that pulsates above a 

decaying body. Man is a broomstick in the Tale. "But a Broom-stick, 

perhaps you wnl say~ is an Emblem of a Tree standing on its Hf~ad; 

and pray what is I,jo.l1 but a topsy~turvy Creature?""141 Although, on 

the onE' haJld 1 the Tale PY.\Ic10.5 one of the most brillant:. hi'(~Rth-taking, 

and dazzling encyclopedic depositories of wit and learnillg ever imposed 

of !'!elancho1x which is narrower in scope and in lI1earl"ing -- 'it leads 

to failure: the mind does not work, cut off from structure and 

tradition, it goes nowhere, gets caught in the web of its own spinning 

and finally suffocates itself. 

It. is here a9a.in that \'le remember Kierkegaard that "irony is 

1 ike the negat'i ve way, not the truth but the It/ay". Swift in A Tale of 

A Tu~, as in Gull i ver.1 s Trave'l s, demonstrates the fa il ure of modernity 

by taking on the attributes of modernity and running modernity to the 

ground. One has to face up to the fact that modernity, which we might 

consider as absolute faith in man's self-sufficiency removed from 

tradition and given over completely to the pursuit of change and new-

ness, provides no guidance for man, no practical use, no hope~ no 

pea.ce. All;s nih-ilism. Rationality is of limited use, commoner in 

imaginary horses than in real mean; progress, human perfectability, and 

human self-sufficiency are myths. And one does not have to wait until 

1726 to get the message, for it is there in the 1698 Tale, and speci-

141Swift3 I, 240. 
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The spider of Modernity in the Battle has built a "l arge Castle 

(to show niy Impr-ovements in the' Mathematics), .. w'ith my own Hands, arid 

the r'~aterials extracted altogether out of my own Person ll
:
42 The Be(.=! 

of the Ancients s the Bee of Christianity as an integral part of the 

legacy of the Ancients~ even the Bee .of Swift's own pers~astion for 

if any fjgure anywhere in Swift speaks directly for him it is surely 

the Bee$ answers that the Spider's problem is precisely his self-

reliance and belief in its own self~sufficiency. IlYou 5 boast, indeed, 

of being obliged to no other Creature, but of drawing, and spinning 

out all from your self; turns all into Excrement and Venom; producing 

noth-ing at last, b~t Fly-bane' and a Cob'lJ€b", The Bee explains his 

,O\'!l1 pes it ion, III am ob'!iged to Heaven alonp. fur my Fliyhtsand my 

I" .. ' 11143 IUS1CK •••• Aesop elaborates on the argument of the Bee's to read: 

liAs for Us, the Ancients, we are content with the Bee, to pretend to 

Nothing of our own, beyond our Wings and our Voice: ... For the rest, 

whatever we have got, has been by infinite labor, and search, and 

ranging thro' every Corner of Nature: The Difference is, that instead 

of Dirt and Poison, we have rather chose to fill our Hives with Honey 

and Wax, thus furnishing Mankind with the two Noblest of Things, which 

(l,re Sweetness and L.i ght": 44 

142Swift } I, 149. 

1 43swift, I, 149. 

1 44swift , I, 151. 
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Sir William Tempie s in whose defence against modernists 13entls;y 

and Hotto~, Sw'ift wrote the Tal~, contrasts the differences he sees 

between the ancients and the moderns: 

One great difference must be confessed between 
the ancient and modern learning; theirs lead 
them to a sense and-acknowledg~n~nt uf their 
own ignorance, the -jmbec i 'l-j ty of hUllldl1 undet,
standing, the incomprehension even of things 
about us, as well as those above Us; ... ours 
leads us to presumptions and vain ostentation 
of the little we have learned, and makes us 
think we do, or shall know, not only all natural, 
but even what we call supernatural things; all 
in the heavens, as wen as upon ea.rth; more than 
all mortal men have known before OU~ ag~, and 
shall know in time as much as angel~.lq5 

Swift'~s ovm o.ttitude ~:o moden-1ism is quite slIT]i ;i'~i' w Tenple1s. Upon 

hearing that the Royal Society would send its latest publication to 

him~ "5cepsis Scientifica" Swift had this n~act'ion: IIIf Scepsis 

Scientifica comes to me, I will burn it for a faustian piece of abom

inCl.bl e cUi'i ous vi rtuoso stuff" ~ 46 The book set forth the credo and 

apology of the Royal Society virtuosi and Swift is singularly uninter-

ested. 

To understand Swift's major satires it is necessary to view 

them within the context of his Christian outlook. The targets of Swift's 

145Temple as in Tuveson's "Swift and the Horld-rltakers"~_.JliL XI, 
{l950L p. 73. 

146Swift, as in Tuveson,p. 73. 
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sat ire are the enemi es of fa ith, the enemi es of orthodox be"j-j ef . The 

notion of , human self-sufficiency whether in the fofm of the narratorls 

Faustian pride in his mental agility or the rational stoicism of the 

Houyhnhnms. The Houyhnhnms a~e not, as some critics have pronounced, 

Chr·istian.s'ymbol~.* If the Houyhnhnms were Christians of sorts, they 

would hav~ to be judged by Christian standards. The basic Christian 

standard would be how they treat the poor, the stupid and the down-

trodden. On that basis, the horses would be judged on how they treat 

the inferior Yahoos. True superiority in Christianity is not asserted 

through rni nd suped ority, but by char'ity and forg'j veness. On thi s 

front the Houyhnhnrns fare badly. They despise their inferim' brethenl 

and vote to extingu-jsh them. Both their hate and their wish to extin~: 

guish them are hardly Christian virtues. Pascal summarizes Christian 

doctdne well in the Pensees: IITruth apart from charity is not God~ 
147 but his image and an idol that we must not love or worshipll. If the 

Houyhnhnms were meant to be signposts to Christianity, Gul1ive\~ would 

have learned something about charity and respect for those less mentally 

gifted than himself. Instead he returns contemptuous of his fellow 

*Oonald Greene, liThe Education of Gulliverll, in The Varied 
Patterll: Studies in l~~ l8t!.:!., Century, eds. Hughes and Hilliams, 
Troronto: Hakkert, 1971), p. 13 believes that Gulliver has learned 
the Christian virtues of the Houyhnhnms and 'is rightly trying to convert 
his Yahoo friends. 

147pascal. 318 N 926 . p. ,0. • 
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human beings, pridefully dissociating himself from among their ranks. 

Gulliver Has followed a false idol and is blind to the positive figures 

such as Don Pedro who does live a Christian life. I!He depart from him 

'48 only·when we depart from charity"~ says Pa~cal. Houyhnhnmland is 

the Utopia of the Deists, or Cartesian rationalists, or ~ree-thinkers 

or stoics, but it is not a Christian Utopia. 

The impl i ed norm of ChY'istianity throughout the satires derives 

for the most part from negative destruction. The negative, however~ 

does posit its opposite. By destroying the enemies of Chdstianity ~ 

Swift lends support to the Chruch. Christian satire can do no more 

than that,\ It can show man \</here he is, who he is and it/hat he can 

realisticillyattempt. Montaigne, like Swift a Christian sceptical of 

human capability, delineates the ran~le of v>Jhat Christ'ian irony can do: 

The means I use to suppresse this frenzy, and 
which seemeth the fittest for my purpose, is 
to crush~ and trample this human pride and 
fiercenesse under foot, to make them feele the 
emptinesse, vacuite, and no worth of man: and 
violently to pullout of their hands, the silly 
weapons of their reason; to make them stoope, 
and bite and snarle at the ground, under the 
a.uthority and reverence of God's Majesty.149 

148pascal, No. 270, p. 112. 

149Montaigne, as in Williams, Jonathan Swift and The Age of 
.::..::..:~~~ ---- -- - -=- -

Compromise, p. 51. 
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At the point of Swiftfs uncovering of human inadequacy and helplessness, 

Christianity enters the satires as the only way out of an otherwise 

meaningless existence. There are of course IIbeams of "Iight ll in Swift's 

dark satires. As we have mentioned, Glumdalclitch, Lord Munodi and 

Don Pedro come to mind in Gulliver and Martin and the Bee c6m~ to mind 

in the Tale as upholders of values we have long associated with the 

Judaic-Christian tradition. There is an !Iopen passage hereby made; foY' 

the letting in those beams of light, which the glorious sunshine of 

the gospel then brought into the world"~50 

Landa notes that Swift II had no fa ith in the ex-; s tence of the 

bene~olent man of Shaftesbury ... the pround magnani~~us ma~ of the 

Stoics, or the rational man of the Deists; his rnan is a creature of 

the passions, of pride, and self-love~ a frail and sinful being ,in 

d f d t · 11151 M 1 N k th . t . nee a re'emp lon. e vyn ew rna es e same pOln concernlng 

the ·fact that Swiftian satire arises from a strong Christian awareness , 
of man1s sinfulness and differs conside~ably from concepts of man 

severed from Christian structure: 

As Anglicans~ Swift and Sterne accepted a view 
of man as not only susceptible, but indeed 
inclined. to sin, possessed of a po~itive ten
dency to do evil, a mysterious dynamic spirit 
of perversity IIfor which ther"e is explan3-tion 
in Genesis and remedy in the Gospel il

• Such 

----------.-------------
150Swift, as in Williams, p. 52. 

15\anda, IIJonathan Swift ll
, in Gravil's Gullivt:t!s Travel's: 

A Casebook_, (London: t~act~illan, -(974), p. 175.-----



contrariness makes the teachings of the Christian 
church absolutely vital to man's ethical life; 
and thus, for Sterne and Swift, morality is never 
to be separated from religion, wisdom never to be 
d'ivot~ced from revelation. 152 
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Definitions of satire during the seventeenth and eiyhteenth centuries 

stress the Christian thy'ust. r<\ilton wr-ites. !;'it has born out of a 

Tragedy, so ought to resemble his parentage~ to strike h'igh) and 

adventU\~e dangerously at the ltlOSt eminent v'ices among thc; 9Y'!?ii'test 

15":! per'sons", v In DlAyden the religious plwpose is even maY"e exp'licitly 

stated: lithe true end of satire is the an:endrfJent of vices. 1I Defoe 

lithe end 'of Satyr' is Reformation ... ". Plnd Siv'ift cor.siGers the moral 

plwpose "in 1is definition: lito pl~eSet've ltIel1-inclin ' d men in the cou;'se 

of virtue ... ". Pope refers to satire as a IIsacl'ed Heapon! left for 
"15'l Truth's defence", 

Although techniques used in satire cannot be considered 

exclusively Christian, be10nging more to the level of art than to 

religion, satiric art can be grounded in a Christian bias. Such is 

the case in Swift's satires. The st3rting point for the .satire) the 

,'-----------

152Ne't-f, 'IiSterne and Swift: SeY"mons and Satire", MLQ, XXX, 1.969, 
p. 210. 

153 , t1ilt.on, as in Frye's Anatony of friti.cism~ (Princeton, 1973), 
p. 228. 

154Quotations from Pollard IS, Satir~) (london: Methuen, 1970)) 
p. 2. 
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underlying assumption of his work, is a firm conviction in the validity 

of origiml<l sin. Deane Swift) for example, takes for granted Swift's 

" grounding of his satires in the concept of original sin. In cataloguing, 

not unlike Jonathan's own use of it, Deane Swift asks how a clergyman 

can hold his tongue when man's vice surrounds him: " 

Ought a preacher of righteousness) ought a 
watchman of the Chr"istian faith ... hol1 h"is 
peace ... when avar-ice, fraud, cheat"ing, 
violence, rapine, extortion, cruelty~ op~ 
pression, tyranny, rancour, envy! malice, ... 
hypocrisy, infidelity, ... and innumerable 
other vices are as epidemical as the pox, 
and many of them the notorious characteristicks 
of the bulk of mankind?154 

AnYDne of Deane S\'li"ft's adjectives could be supported from the Jale 

or Gulliver. Both satires veer away from an exalted view of the 

persun and \I~hat he is capable of. Swift sets sol id 1 imits to what 

the human being is capable of and on more than one occasion he repri-

mands his friends Bolingbroke and Pope for their overly optimistic 

view. 

Swift1s narrators, of course, set no limits to human capability. 

Gulliver) though he sees clearly enough the limitations of his friends, 

believes that he is capable of imitating the rational horses. The 
. 

narr'ator of A Modest ProQQsal believes that all problems, i"ncluding 

human ones, can be solved by applied economics. The narrator of the 

l54Landa, IIJonathan Svlift ll
, p. 174. 



Tale has absolute faith in his own mind to fathom and encompass all 

knoY~ledge.' As a IImost devoted Servant of ai', [';1oder'n Forms!! tne narrator 

proclaims IItvery man his own Carvel~1I and his ol1n !lLanthorn ll and 'informs 

the public that he has "some Time since 5 .with a World of Pains and Arts 

dis~ected the Carcass of Human Natur-'e, and,-. ,II is "n~ady tc she;>! a 
1 t:;1-

very compleat Anatomy thereof to all curious Geni:'lemen .. < II : .... ,) Yet, 

ironically, for someone seeking to dissect the anatomies of others, the 

narrator hOllses a sick anatomy himself: it is a case of the s'lck 

analysing the healthy, disease examining health. The narrator whispers 

that he has been a hired hand, paid for supporting one cause or another 

andi"sin -" ~tateof confus-lon and disefl_se "f~~om 0,11 Undf"('::tanding and 

_ a Conscience, thread-bare and ragged with perpetual turning; From a 

Hea.d broken in a hundred places, by the \'1al ignants of the opposite 

Factions, and from a Body spent with Poxes, ill cured~ by tnlsting 

t - B d d S ,,156 D aw s an urgeons .... In Self-confessed madness himself the 

narratOl~ wishes -"to }'educe the Notions of all ~·1ankind, exactly to 

th L th d B dOh d H 'hth f h' ,,157 . e same -eng ,an r'es_ t ~anr ,elg 0 1S Dvm •••• Suffering 

from madness himself the narrator imposes it on hist.ory and all 

155Swifts 1, 77. 

156 . 
S"Jl ft, I, 42. 

157 Swi ft, 1 ~ 105. 
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historical figures. He have noted before that the narrator toys 
• 

briefly with other theories of accounting for historical movement suc~ 

as clothes, wind and others. History as fashion even occupies his 

mind for a fai~ly long time. Peter is conceived to be the most fash-

ionable d~esser, putting on what has j~st hit the market or taking off 

what is no longer in repute. Jack~ on the other hand, is the least 

fashiono.b"'e of the brothers and goes against the g,~a"in by· dressing in 

y'ags. Martin, be·jng a model~ate, and incidentally son!:~on2 the narrator 

finds uninteresting and speaks of a great deal less than the other two 

brothers~ tries to find a middle position of not being too'far out of 

fashjon a~d not being too much in it either. T~e clothes metaphor 

may be the narraturls )ongest, but it is not the 12test for it is the 

theoty of vapours on which he finaily settles: 

Cartesius reckoned to see before he dies, the 
Sentiments of all PhilosQphers~ like many lesser 
Stars in his Romantick System, rapt and dra\'ln 
within his own Vortex. Now, I would Qladly be 
informed, how it is possible to account for such 
Imaginations as these in particular Men, without 
Recourse to my Phenomenon of Vapours, asc(;nd i ng 
from the lower Faculties to over-shadow the Brain, 
and thence distilling into Conceptions 5 for which 
the Narrowness of our Mother-Tongue has not yeat 
assigned any other Name, besides that of Madness 
or Phrenzy.158 

158, . ~t I , .. ,wl T . $ , 105. 



Madness, according to the narrator, accounts for "those tvw gn~at 

Blessings, [Conquests and Systems" without wh'ich "mank'inu \'{ould unhi).Pf.dly 

be reduced to the same Belief in Things Invisible!I~59 What the 

Phenomenon of vapours" means specifically, as the narrator gives 

concrete ex&mples, is that there is a certain energy, a certain vapour 

which is usually employed sexual'ly, when b'locked, as It/hen a v/hore 

jul ts a. m'il itary commander, the commander w'j 11 use hi s eney'gy to 

conquer kingdoms in' compensation. Different quantities of vapour in 

the brain produce different sorts of individuals: 

It v-I111 be a very delicate Point~ to cut the 
Feather, and divide the several Reasons to a 
Nice and Curious R~ader, how this numerical 
Differe'1ce in the Brain, can producE. Effects 
of so vast a Difference from the same Vapour, 
as to be the sole Point of Individuation' 
between Alexander the Great. Jack of Leyden, 
and Monsieur DesCartes. 160 

Essentially Swift works with the same metaphors in both A Tal_~ 

of A Tub and Gulliverls Trave12.. Gulliver, as a satiric anthropology 

in space, propels a body through space and the J)le, as a sat'iric 

anthropology in time, discharges a mind through time. The motion meta-

phor is common to both satires. Gulliver sets out in voyage after 

voyage seeking the IIpromised land" and the Tale nari~ator restlessly 

scans history from its beginnings to the modern period. Gulliver, though 

1>'Q 
~l:1S • ft \In , I, 107. 

160Swift , I, 107. 

,----.. ~-----------
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primarily a spatial exploration of perception and beha~iour in 

partook of a limited utopia of decency and justice before the onslaught 

of Jllodern (~egeneration. Balnibarbi "las once a sensibie society before 

projects. Gulliver calls up Alexander and other anci~nt notables in 

Glubbdubdrib and finds the heroes of antiqu"ity a very ordinary bunch. 

The Struldbruggs deqene~ate in tinle~ becoming more and more despicable. 

Trdngs get v:or'se "in SV1ift ' s conception of t'irne as against the more 

prevalent opinion of his age that thin~s improve thrQugh tim~. The 

mot ion metaphor"s, whether. of movement iii t hoe or' space, "j nd~ cate a 

fundamf!ntal restlessness at ~:he heart of man. Happiness is indeed 

"a perpetual Possession of being well Deceived", Gulliver happiest 

pursing false idols and the Tale narrator happiest pursuing mistaken 

t ' f h' ~ * no 10ns 0 ,s~ory. 

The height metaphor is also central to both the Tale and 

Gulliver. Because of height Gulliver is superior to the Lilliputians 

and inferior to the taller Brobdingnagians. The flying .island rules 

over the mainland below. The taller Houyhnhnms control both 

Gul1ivel~ and the Yahoos. The Tale nalTator 'informs us that "\'/hoever 

hath an Ambition to be heard in a Crowd, must press, and squeeze, atld 

thrust, and climb with indefatigable Pains, till he has exalted himself 

*Pascal, as in John TY'augott's IIA Tale of A Tub", Focus, p. 91: 
IIAll man's misfortunes spring from the single cause that the:~;-cannot. 
rest quiet1y in one room it

, 
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to a certain Degree of AH i tude above them"! 61 The're are, in the 

narra.tor l s,perspectiv0, three main ways of getting oneself heard: by 

pulpit~ ladder or stage. Notably, the narrator uses all three methods 

himself in order to be heard. At t"imes he exudes the l::nUlus'iasm for 

his theori8s of history reminiscent of a preacher. He climbs up 

steps to get to his garret from where he drops down his profundity. 

And he theatrically projects his words, as if from a stage, to enwrap 

the world. 

The height metaphor often combi~es with the exceremental 

metaphors. Dung and urine are usually let fall from a height. Gulliver 

'1s shm'let'ed by a ~Jroup of Yahoos in (1 tl~ee. The ·l,;t.h~ narl~dtcr teil:; 

us that Peter-Is bulls l'wou'ld Roar and Spit and Belc(]~ and Piss and 

Fart, •.. 11 from a height. The excerem2nto.l imaqel'Y serves to sCitiY'ize 

man's pretension to heights above his station. Gulliver, at the point 

of tyis recognition of his superiority to the Yahoos~ is bombarded by 

their excel~ement. The lov,ler faculties in the Ta-Ie really do govenl 

the higher faculties. Man is first and last an animal in Swift built 

'I,lith depositoY'y equ'ipment that. makes i1 JOKe of any pretension to 

grandeur he may have or his own preference for the "airy l~egions". 

161 $wi ft ~ I, 33. 
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Vapour works up from the lower' regi ons in the Tale and §.!:!l1J vel~: 

A IIvapour' lK of sorts convinces Gu'll iver that he can be like the 

Houyhnhnms and brings him back to England intent on converting th(:~ 

Yahoos there to a new way of life. A IIvapourll of sorts works in the 

body of the Tale narrator; the pox jars his brain into the feverish 

activity of theorizing. The inside literally becomes the outside. 

The narrator sees his condition as the condition of the world; his 

predicament influences the direction of his vision. And what dis

tinguishes one pel~son from another' js the quantity and outlet of the 

vapour or the clothes they wear. Jack~ Peter and Martin are first of 

all distinguishable b,Y the'ir df,ess and next by their zee";, Undenleath 

,ever'yane is tile same. Gulliver 'is just one more Y(}hoo \cithout !/"is 

clothes in the eyes of the Houyhnhnms. In the narra"tOi,1 s Ici!!:. ever'yone 

is mad; though the madness may manifest itself differently. 

To summarize the functions of Swift's varied metaphorical 

pattern~ the metaphors of motion and height set've to depict the realHy 

of human soci ety. Constant mati on i nd i cates restl essness; power 

through a sL1perior height gives premonition of a sodety fflanipt:lated 

by the elevation of the power hungry. The exceremental metaphors stress 

the animal nature of man regardless of the aerial pretension of his 

thoughts and actions. Vapour serves as a metaphor for the via), in 

which man gathers up his enthusiasm for one cause or another and t.ries 

to inject his worldview into others. All the metaphors are metaphors 

of the human condition: they show us who \'Ie are and where we are. 
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The metaphors also satirize the faith in progress that Gulliver 

and the Grub-street hack maintain. Reasonable Gull iver very unreasonably 

forever leaves his wife and children to voyage out in search of newness. 

Tile Ta~ narrator believes by "elevation and motion that he has a firm 

grasp of ~rio~ledge, but the knowledge does not do anything for him. 

i It does not make him happ; er or more comfortabl e or secure; if 
I 

J 

anything, it makes him even more frenzied in his zeal to convert others 

to his life of perpetual motion in thought: 

And, whereas the mind of Man, when he gives the 
Spur and Bridle to his Thoughts, doth never stop, 
but naturally sallies out into both ext reams of 
Il-ighand Low~ of Good and Evil; ~l"is first Fl"ight 
of Fancy, commonly transports Him to Ideas of 
what is most perfect, finished, and exalted; till 
having soard out of his own Reach and Sight, not 
well perceiving how near the Frontiers of Height 

" and Depth, border upon each other'; Hith the same 
Course and vJing, he falls dovm plum into the 
lowest Bottom of Things; like one who travels the 
East into the West; or like a strajt line drawn 
by its own Length into a Circle ... 162 

This statement, like most from the hack narrator, is about himself as 

well as a statement of the way things are, as it is intended to be. 

We have already seen that the narrator's mind can turn East into West, 

or high into low because he occupies a universe of matter in which " 

East and W~st, high and low, outside and inside are all one: nothing. 

There is an emptiness in the narrator's Tale v/hich is literally a tale 

162S 'ft I _Wl 2 , 99. 
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told by an idiot signifying nothing.* His vision is hollow; the Grub-

street world he inhalJits -is Ilollow; -and the "tub" -in wh-jch lie stores 

his words is hollow. All is matter and all is nothing. Human matter 

cannot be differentiated from non-human matter~ it is all one. No 

one piece of matter is of any more significance than any other piece 
. 

of matter. The Ilcommon Meaning of Words", has been forgotten and the 

Ta'l~ is only a noisey "Retainer of the Sound", souiid and fuy'y signify"ing 

noth-j ng. 

However, Swift does not leave the reader, as his narrators do, 

in a state of nihilism. One does not have to be either the fool or 

the knave df the 1al e nor identify oneself vlith either the Yahoo or 

the Houyhnhnm. There -is a way out of II-ihilism. Predict.a.bly, Swift 

gives the answer to his mad narrator of the Tale who remains ironically 

unconscious of the import of his words: 

* 

The Brain, in its Natural Position and State of 
Serenity, disposeth its Owner to pass his Life 
in the cammori Forms, without any Thought of 
subduing Multitudes to his own Power, his Reasons 
or his Visions; and the more he shapes his 
Understanding of the Pattern of Human Learning, 
the less he is inclined to form Parties after 
his particular Notions .... But when a Manis Fancy 
gets astride on his Reason, when Imagination is 
at Cuffs with the Senses, and Common Understanding, 
as 'well as common Sense, is Kickt out of Door's; 
the first Proselyte he makes,~is Himself, and when 
that is once compassld, the Difficulty is not so 
great in bringing over others ... 163 

Pinkus uses this analogy with Macbeth. 
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.Throughout the satires Sv.Jift makes an appeal to the "common Forms" s 

i' : 

the IIPattern of Human Learning", IICommon Understanding"~ and "common 

... SenseI! . He makes an appeal to exper-j ence and traditi on) and to 

Christianity, as an integral ~art of human experience and tradition. 



CONCLUSION 

Chapter One considered Swift as a Divine and a Wit. As 

Ehrenpreis says, "yoked with the clown in Swift there is always the 

preachei~lf 163 "Vive le bagatelle" was jo-ined \'Jith "vive "Ia re"ligion". 

We saw that there is a tradtion of Christian writers who ;have 

f conveyed the-ir religious conviction through satire, irony .. or humour 

in English literature from Chaucer to Laurence Sterne and a great 

many comic writers outside the English tradition such as Erasmus' 

In Pra i~ at f21Ly_ who have ut il i zed some form of the comi c for ser; ous 

r¢'l igiou.5 pur'pose. In Chapter Two 'fIe stud'ied the nature of Swift's 

csntribution to the Christian satiric tradition. We noted that the 

usual Swift techniq~e involves the creation of a narrator who takes 

up a position independent of Christian traditions replacing it by 

faith in man's rationality.or self-sufficiency, and unknowingly to 

himself, demonstrates the unworkability of modernism. Swift makes 

clear too that in spite of man's tendency to reduce life to easy 

formul a, it y'ema ins a mystery: 

So ~hen Cartesian artists try 
To solve appearances of sight 
In its reception to the eye, 
And catch the living landscape throl a scanty light, 
The figures all inverted shew, 
And colours of a faded hue; 
.......... 11 •••••••••••••• 11 ......... 0. 

Such are the ways ill-guided mortals go ~64 
To judge of things above by things below. I 

--_.,-------

163Ehrenpre'is~ foc~L~., p. 206. 

1 64Svlift , T~~Poeti£cD.!~2.rks, ed. Davis, p. 25. 
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And that no modern scheme for human progress that does not take into 

account man's fallen nature or have its foundation entrenched in 

Christian experience and tradition will work. Chapter Three elaborated 

on the other two chapters seeing the essence of SwiftJan satire 

grounded in the conviction of original sin and the positive affirmation 

of the Christian outlook by the demolition of opposing systems of 

thought and conduct. Always aware of human limitation, Swift does 

not confuse the earth with Heaven: 

For this "inferior woy'ld is but Heaven's dusky shade, 
By dark reverted rays from its reflection made; 
Henc~ the weak shapes wild and imperfect pass, 165 
Like sun-beams shot at too far distance from a glass; . 

In summary, Svrift reconciles divinity and wit. His Christian view of 

rea 1 ity is transmitted by a mi rthful irony whet'e the Hobbes, 

Shaftesburys and other modernists are diminished not least becau.se. they 

take themselves too seriously and go about building systems, which, 

no one could possibly live in. Trying to live as a Hobbesian, as 

the Tal~. narrator attempts, or trying to live like a stoical ration

alist, as narrator Gulliver does, leads to distortion of the individDal. 

If one cannot live as a mechanist or a rationalist or a stoic or a 

materialist of any sort, what other alternative is there but to liv.e 

anchored to the best in tradition and experience, which, for Swift was 

Chri st i anity. 

165Swift~ as in Davis, p. 25. 
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